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Autonomous robotic navigation in unstructured, complex environments re-

quires the robot to robustly perceive its 3D surroundings, in order to intelli-

gently plan around obstacles. Machine learning-based methods have signifi-

cantly advanced the state of the art in object detection and segmentation, with

both 2D images and 3D point clouds. These methods could enable robots to

recognize obstacles in noisy, long-range sensor measurements, and to identify

semantically meaningful areas in their surroundings. While these capabilities

can potentially augment existing methods for autonomous path planning, chal-

lenges remaining in training machine learning perception models for robotics,

and in incorporating the outputs of these models into the planning pipeline.

In this dissertation, I present my work addressing challenges in 3D percep-

tion and planning for robotics. I first present Label Diffusion Lidar Segmenta-

tion (LDLS), a novel method for 3D scene segmentation that fuses information

from a 3D lidar and an RGB camera to avoid any need for manual annotation of

3D point cloud data. I then present a method for self-supervised training of 3D

stereo camera object detectors for robotics, using time series of data to annotate

bounding boxes in noisy stereo point clouds. Finally, I present a path planner

that uses uncertain object detections to enable safe navigation in obstacle-dense

forest environments, reasoning about uncertainty to generate multiple hypoth-

esis paths through the forest.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Advancements in autonomy are increasingly enabling robots to progress

out of the structured, simpler environments they have traditionally been re-

stricted to, and into more complex workspaces including busy urban streets,

cluttered homes, and obstacle-dense outdoors environments such as forests. Im-

proving autonomous capabilities in these new and challenging environments

will greatly expand the number of potential applications in which robots can

assist and benefit people. However, safe autonomous navigation in unknown,

unstructured, and cluttered environments remains a significant challenge in

robotics, with examples ranging from a quadrotor drone avoiding tree trunks

as it flies through a forest, to a home assistant robot moving among furniture

and household items in a living room.

Advancing the state of the art in this area will require new methods for

robotic perception, and for planning using novel perception inputs. In particu-

lar, machine learning models have shown promising results enabling computer

systems to recognize points of semantic importance, and to detect objects of

interest in noisy 3D sensor data. These methods have the potential to increase

the extent of actionable information available to robotic path planners, which

are often currently limited to conservative, lower-speed navigation using tradi-

tional mapping methods with short-range, high-confidence sensor data. How-

ever, challenges remain in training machine learning models for perception on

robots, as well as integrating these methods with path planners while account-

ing for uncertainty and noise in the perception outputs.

This dissertation proposes novel solutions addressing these problems. Chap-
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ter 2 presents a method for 3D segmentation, using a label diffusion algorithm

to fuse information from a 2D camera and a 3D lidar sensor. This method en-

ables 3D scene understanding with both the geometric precision of lidar and

the semantic understanding offered by the camera. Critically, the label diffusion

process avoids the need for time-consuming manual annotation of large data

sets of lidar point clouds, a major difficulty of learning with 3D point clouds.

Chapter 3 then explores the usage of time series data for self-supervising a

3D stereo camera object detector, motivated by tree trunk detection for forest

navigation. The principle behind this work is that a 3D object which is diffi-

cult to detect at long range in noisy stereo point clouds becomes much easier

to recognize when the robot is nearby, due to minimized sensor noise at short

range. By processing a series of sensor measurements over time, it is possible

for the robot to effectively back up in time, and determine what the same ob-

ject looked like when the robot was further away from it. This process enables

self-supervised training of a single-class 3D object detector.

In chapter 4, we integrate object detections into a robotic path planning

pipeline, specifically considering a robot navigating through an obstacle-dense

forest. Motivated by the need for considering uncertainty when using long-

range, noisy sensor measurements, we present a novel path planner which gen-

erates multiple hypothesis paths through the forest, intelligently trading off be-

tween expected path distance and safety to optimize the path to the goal.
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CHAPTER 2

LDLS: 3-D OBJECT SEGMENTATION THROUGH LABEL DIFFUSION

FROM 2-D IMAGES

2.1 Introduction

Robots in a variety of applications require the ability to recognize objects of in-

terest in their environment and distinguish them from the background, using 3D

sensors. Examples range from autonomous cars detecting nearby pedestrians, to

an industrial robot identifying an object to be assembled. Modern lidar sensors

and stereo cameras allow robots to perceive their 3D surroundings in detail as a

point cloud. In particular, lidar sensors provide 3D spatial measurements with

extreme precision. For a robot to effectively navigate and/or interact with its

surroundings, a method is needed to reliably perform detection and point-by-

point segmentation of objects in 3D point clouds. Figure 2.1 demonstrates this

task.

Recently, object detection and segmentation in 2D images have undergone

impressive improvements in accuracy and reliability through the rise of ap-

proaches based on deep convolutional neural networks [18, 38, 53]. 2D images

are a natural fit for deep learning: their inherent pixel grid structure allows con-

volutional neural networks to be applied effectively and efficiently [25], and

large data sets can be labeled easily by non-experts, enabling deep neural net-

works to thrive.

In contrast, 3D point clouds are unstructured by nature and laborious to

label. Although some successful attempts have been made to convert point
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Figure 2.1: Our approach, Label Diffusion Lidar Segmentation (LDLS), performs
instance segmentation on 3D lidar point clouds by leveraging information from
an aligned camera. This allows LDLS to recognize a wide variety of object
classes (including people, bicycles, a car, and a dog, in this example image),
while requiring no training on labeled 3D lidar data.

clouds into inputs for deep networks [49, 70, 71, 69, 77, 26, 48], the lack of

large labeled data sets serves as an inherent limitation. Annotating 3D point

clouds is a time-consuming and difficult process; a single lidar point cloud can

contain tens of thousands of points, and labeling of many such point clouds

would be required. Furthermore, these challenges scale with the number of ob-

ject classes, and with the variety in environments. As evidence for the asym-

metry between the difficulty of 2D and 3D labeling, one can look at the relative

sizes of the MS COCO [37] and KITTI [12] data sets - the image-only MS COCO

data set contains over 200,000 labeled images and 1.5 million labeled object in-

stances, whereas the image-and-lidar KITTI object detection data set contains

7,481 image-point cloud pairs for training and 7,518 for testing, with 80,256 ob-
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ject instances.

In this paper we propose a novel approach to 3D object segmentation, which

bypasses the challenges inherent in the use of 3D point clouds with deep neu-

ral networks. Our method leverages the success of convolutional neural net-

works for 2D image segmentation and frames 3D point cloud segmentation as

a semi-supervised learning problem on graphs [78, 79]. In order to leverage the

advantages of both data modalities, we observe a scene with a 3D lidar sen-

sor and an aligned 2D camera. We apply an off-the-shelf object segmentation

algorithm (Mask-RCNN [18]) to the 2D image in order to detect object classes

and instances at the pixel-by-pixel level. Subsequently, we construct a graph by

connecting 2D pixels to 3D lidar points according to their 2D projected loca-

tions, as well as connecting lidar points that neighbor one another in 3D space.

We use label diffusion [78] to propagate 2D segmentation labels through this

graph, thereby labeling the 3D lidar points. We refer to our algorithm as Label

Diffusion Lidar Segmentation (LDLS). The end result is a fully labeled 3D point

cloud, obtained by leveraging the strengths of both data modalities. The cam-

era provides rich semantic information about object classes and facilitates the

application of deep neural networks, and the lidar sensor provides precise 3D

spatial measurements. Additionally, by identifying objects in 3D at the point

level, rather than outputting rectangular 3D bounding boxes around detected

objects [77, 73, 26, 48, 8], LDLS allows much more precise localization of object

instances which do not neatly fit into rectangular boxes, such as people, animals,

etc.

Although labeled images are required to train the 2D object segmentation

model, this is a much lower barrier than requiring 3D annotated point clouds.
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Furthermore, open-source pretrained models are available for a variety of object

classes; thus collection of training data may not even be necessary in some cases.

By removing the need for labeled 3D training data, LDLS facilitates generaliza-

tion to new environments, object classes, and robot sensor configurations.

We conduct experiments on the KITTI data set [12, 11] to quantitatively

evaluate and analyze the accuracy of LDLS. Our experimental results include

evaluations on a subset of the KITTI object detection data set which we have

manually annotated with point-level labels, in order to evaluate point-wise seg-

mentation. We additionally present qualitative evaluations on KITTI data, as

well as on data collected with a mobile robot equipped with a camera and

lower-resolution 3D lidar sensor. Our results demonstrate that LDLS can be

applied successfully in different domains on different sensors, and is capa-

ble of detecting a variety of object classes due to the flexibility of the pre-

trained image object detector. Our manually labeled KITTI ground truth data

set, and an open-source implementation of LDLS, are shared publicly at https:

//github.com/brian-h-wang/LDLS.

2.2 Related Work

2.2.1 Deep Learning on Point Clouds

Deep neural networks have been proposed for various perception tasks on point

clouds in the past. PointNet [49] defines a network architecture that operates

directly on unstructured point clouds and extracts features that are invariant

to point re-ordering, capturing both local and global point cloud information.

6
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PointNet and its successor PointNet++ [50] have been shown to be successful

at point cloud classification and semantic segmentation, and have also been ex-

tended to object detection [48] and instance segmentation [66].

Other methods extend convolutional neural networks to point clouds. Since

3D points lack the grid structure of images, one approach is to arrange the points

into a 3D voxel grid and perform 3D convolution [77]; however this can be com-

putationally inefficient, especially for sparse lidar point clouds [52]. Alterna-

tively, points can be projected into 2D, using panoramic projection [70, 69] or a

bird’s-eye view [73]. These projections allow 2D convolution, but information

is lost in the reduction to 2D, rendering these approaches unsuitable for some

environments, especially complex or cluttered scenes. Recently, [64] and [35]

propose direct convolution over point clouds by adjusting the kernel weights

locally according to irregular point positions.

Several methods for object detection in autonomous driving scenes use li-

dar sensor data alongside images from an aligned camera [26, 48, 8], using the

KITTI data set for training and evaluation [12]. While the KITTI data set is an

excellent benchmark, its annotations are 3D bounding boxes, and object classes

are limited to driving-relevant objects such as pedestrians, cars, and cyclists.

There is significant potential benefit to a variety of robotics applications in build-

ing methods that recognize a broader variety of objects, and output point-level

segmentations. Along these lines, a key limitation—and opportunity—in deep

learning on point clouds is the expansion of labeled data. Recent works [32, 33]

attempt to ease the process of annotating ground truth point clouds.
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2.2.2 Graphical Models and 2D-3D Fusion

As an alternative to deep neural networks, graphical models have been success-

fully applied to point clouds for various tasks. Previous works by Maddern &

Newman [39] and Schoenberg et al. [57] use graphical models to fuse lidar scans

and stereo camera depth maps to produce accurate dense depth maps suitable

for use on autonomous vehicles. Wang et al. [68] propose a semantic segmenta-

tion method for image-aligned 3D point clouds by retrieving referenced labeled

images of similar appearances and then propagating their labels to the 3D points

using a graphical model.

Various other approaches for fusion of 2D and 3D information have also

been considered. Wang & Neumann [65] add depth-aware operations to stan-

dard CNNs to improve segmentation performance for RGBD images. Xie et

al. [72] developed a method to rapidly annotate 2D street scenes by first draw-

ing labeled bounding primitives in 3D, and then transferring labels on to 2D

images. Zhang et al. [75] train a neural network for 2D semantic segmentation,

then project onto dense 3D data from a long-range laser scanner. This work uses

the additional assumption of coplanar dense points sharing labels to clean pro-

jected labels and achieve semantic background segmentation of classes such as

buildings and roads. These various concepts of 2D-3D fusion demonstrate that

point clouds and images can be used to complement one another in the percep-

tion process.
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2.2.3 Learning with Graphs

Our proposed approach is based on semi-supervised learning with graphs.

Graph-based methods are well-established in machine learning, especially for

nearest-neighbor graphs built upon the manifold assumption [2, 79]. In this pa-

per, we construct the graph according to 3D lidar point locations, as well as their

projected 2D image pixel coordinates, and adapt the label diffusion algorithm

by Zhu [79].

2.3 Approach

This section presents our label diffusion method for object instance segmenta-

tion in lidar point clouds. We formulate the task as a semi-supervised learning

problem on a graph, and leverage 2D segmentation from an RGB image along

with 3D geometry from a point cloud to obtain a complete 3D segmentation.

Figure 2.2 shows the segmentation pipeline.

2.3.1 Problem Formulation

Object instance segmentation in 3D point clouds can be formulated as follows:

Given a point cloud {xi ∈ R
3}

Npoints

i=1 , where Npoints is the number of 3D points, we

want to assign to every point xi an object instance label yi ∈ {0}∪N. Each instance

is also associated with a class label c ∈ C, where C = {0, · · · ,C} is the label set.

Let y = 0, c = 0 indicate the background instance and class.

Our approach takes in as inputs a lidar point cloud {xi ∈ R
3}

Npoints

i=1 and an
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aligned RGB image. This is a common sensor configuration for autonomous

vehicles and mobile robots. Note that we consider only lidar points which lie

within the field of view of the camera. The pixels have 2D coordinates defined as

{pi ∈ N
2}

Npixels

i=1 , where Npixels is the total number of pixels in the image. Algorithms

for 2D object instance segmentation on RGB images have been well-developed

(e.g., Mask R-CNN [18]) and pretrained models on large-scale data sets (e.g.,

MS COCO [37]) are readily accessible for a wide variety of object classes. We

therefore leverage these resources for the task of labeling lidar points.

We approach the task of 3D segmentation from the perspective of semi-

supervised learning, to avoid training a segmentation model on annotated point

clouds. Semi-supervised learning assumes that a set of data points is available,

of which a subset of points is labeled. For graph-based semi-supervised learn-

ing, we label the remaining points by defining connections between data points

and then diffusing labels along these connections [79]. To apply this framework

to lidar point cloud segmentation, we construct a graph by drawing connections

from 2D pixels to 3D lidar points, as well as among the 3D points. The 2D pixels

are labeled according to results from 2D object segmentation of the RGB image,

and the graph is then used to diffuse labels onto the 3D points, which are all ini-

tially unlabeled. The success of this approach depends on appropriate choices

for the graph structure, and label diffusion process.

2.3.2 Graph Construction

The graph G used in our method consists of two types of nodes (2D image pix-

els, and 3D lidar points), as well as two types of connections between nodes
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Figure 2.2: The full segmentation pipeline, from the input point cloud and image
to the final lidar point cloud segmentation.

(from a 2D pixel to a 3D point, and between two 3D points).

Initial Graph Node Labeling Each 2D pixel and each 3D point is a node

within G. Initially, all 3D points are unlabeled. The 2D pixels are labeled ac-

cording to an image segmentation algorithm, which assigns every image pixel

an instance label y (where y = 0 corresponds to the background), and associates

each instance with a class label c. The output will therefore be several distinct

instance masks, each containing many pixels, as seen in Figure 2.2 (iii). This
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instance-class association is deterministic for each image, simplifying the task

of assigning instance labels to the lidar points within the camera’s field of view.

2D-to-3D Connections Since we assume the camera and lidar sensors are

aligned, each lidar point can be projected from 3D into 2D image pixel coor-

dinates, as shown in Figure 2.2 (iv). At this stage, a naive way to label the lidar

point cloud would be to label each point according to the 2D instance mask into

which it is projected. This method will however result in significant labeling

errors, especially around the 2D instance boundaries, due to calibration errors

between the sensors as well as the fact that the 2D segmentation masks are un-

aware of 3D depth. Background lidar points will therefore often project into a

foreground object mask, or vice versa. Our segmentation pipeline should there-

fore combine 2D and 3D information, and leverage both information sources for

producing a final 3D segmentation.

In order to combine 2D and 3D information in our graph for semi-supervised

label diffusion, we construct a subgraph G2D→3D connecting 2D pixels to 3D lidar

points, represented by a (Npoints × Npixels) matrix.

G2D→3D
i j =


λ if pj ∈ P(xi)

0, otherwise.
(2.1)

P(xi) is the set of image pixels which are near the projected 2D location of lidar

point xi. In our implementation, P(xi) is the set of all pixels in a 5 pixel by 5

pixel box centered around the projected 2D coordinates of xi. The parameter λ

controls the amount of information that can flow from a pixel to a connected

lidar point. In our experiments, we use a small constant value of λ = 0.001, to

mitigate sensor calibration errors by minimizing the influence of any one pixel.
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While more sophisticated schemes like setting different box sizes and λ values

for each xi may be applied, empirically we find our design choice to perform

well across multiple domains.

3D-to-3D Connections In order to encode connections between 3D points, we

construct a nearest neighbor graph from the points to reflect the underlying 3D

geometry. This subgraph is denoted as G3D→3D, represented by a (Npoints × Npoints)

matrix.

Given a lidar point cloud {xi ∈ R
3}

Npoints

i=1 , we construct an exponential-

weighted nearest neighbors graph over the points. For each point xi, we com-

pute KNN(xi), the set of K nearest neighbors to xi within the point cloud, accord-

ing to Euclidean distance. The graph of 3D point connections is then defined as

G3D→3D
i j =



1, if i = j, else

exp
(
−
∥xi−x j∥

2
2

σ

)
, if x j ∈ KNN(xi)

0, otherwise.

(2.2)

Each nonzero element G3D→3D
i j captures the similarity between points xi and x j.

With a small K, this subgraph is sparse, enabling fast computation during the

diffusion step later on—we set K = 10 and σ = 1 in our experiments. We apply

a KD-tree to speed up the construction of G3D→3D.

Full Label Diffusion Graph The full graph for label diffusion, combining the

2D-to-3D connections as well as the 3D-to-3D connections, is then defined as

G =

G
3D→3D G2D→3D

0 I

 , (2.3)
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where I is the (Npixels × Npixels) identity matrix. Let N = Npoints + Npixels; then G is

(N×N). This graph is illustrated in Figure 2.2 (v). After constructing G according

to Eq. (2.3), we normalize each row of the matrix to sum to 1, following [78].

Gi j ←

Gi j∑
j′ Gi j′ .

(2.4)

Algorithm 1: LDLS: Label Diffusion Lidar Segmentation
Required: A 2D instance segmentation algorithm, and a 3D-to-2D projection
matrix.
Input: A 3D point cloud {xi}

Npoints

i=1 and an aligned image.
Graph Creation:
1: Perform 2D segmentation to generate instance masks.
2. Project 3D points into 2D and connect them with pixels.
3. Connect each 3D point with its K nearest neighbor points.
4. Construct the graph matrix G (cf. Eq. (2.1)-(2.4)).
Label Diffusion:
5. Define a label vector z(m) for each instance (cf. Eq. (2.5)). Set initial labels for
3D points to zero, and set labels for 2D pixels based on 2D segmentation masks.
6. Perform label diffusion (cf. Eq. (2.6)) until convergence, or the maximum
number of iterations is achieved.
7. Determine instance labels {yi}

Npoints

i=1 (cf. Eq. (2.7)).
8. Remove outliers (cf. Eq (2.8)) and return final point labels.

2.3.3 Label Diffusion

The graph matrix G guides the label diffusion process for lidar point labeling.

The nonzero elements of G indicate connections along which information on ob-

ject instance labels should be diffused. The intuition behind the diffusion pro-

cess is for the 2D pixels to act as source nodes that continuously push label

information out through the 3D points, which is then diffused throughout the

point cloud according to the connections between points. This process cleans up

segmentation boundaries using 3D geometry information, resulting in a final 3D

segmentation incorporating both 2D and 3D information.
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To perform label diffusion, let us assume in total M + 1 object instances

{0, 1, · · · ,M}, including the background instance, are detected by the 2D seg-

mentation method (the background instance can be defined by the absence of

any object mask). Let us define z(m) ∈ RN as an N-dimensional label vector for

instance m. z(m) contains one entry for each 3D point and 2D pixel. The entries

corresponding to 3D points are initialized to zero, and the entries corresponding

to the 2D pixels are defined according to the 2D segmentation masks:

z(m)
i =


0, if i < Npoints, else

µ(m, i − Npoints), otherwise,
(2.5)

where the mask function µ(m, j) returns 1 if pixel pj is in the segmentation mask

of object instance m, and 0 otherwise.

We then iteratively perform the following computation,

z(m) ← G × z(m) (2.6)

to diffuse labels throughout the graph nodes, for all M+1 instances. Note that if

point xi is unlabeled, but connected to at least one pixel pj labeled with instance

m and G2D→3D
i j > 0, then after such a computation we obtain z(m)

i > 0, indicating

an increased likelihood that xi will be labeled with instance m as a result of label

diffusion from pj.

Note that the construction of G with
[
0 I

]
as the bottom submatrix ensures

that the pixel labels in z(m) remain unchanged by this matrix multiplication.

Since the labels of all initially labeled nodes within the graph remain fixed, and

since G is row-normalized, the label diffusion is proven to converge according

to Zhu [79].

We iteratively apply label diffusion according to Eq. (2.6) until convergence
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of all z(m), or until a maximum number of iterations (200, in our experiments).

Finally, we then convert the likelihood values to lidar point labels according to

yi = argmaxm∈{0,1,··· ,M}z
(m)
i . (2.7)

That is, we assign each point the most likely label.

Label diffusion can sometimes result in disjointed sections of object segmen-

tations; most often this occurs if projection or mask boundary errors result in a

large number of contiguous background lidar points being projected to inside

a 2D segmentation mask. To clean up these errors, we introduce an outlier re-

moval step based on finding connected components within G. Let G(m) be the

subgraph of G3D→3D defined by considering only lidar points labeled as object

m, i.e. xi is a node of G(m) if and only if yi = m. Then, let C(Gm) be the largest

connected component in G(m), treating it as an undirected graph. We update the

lidar point labels as

yi ←


yi, if xi ∈ C(Gm)

0, otherwise.
∀yi ∈ {y|y = m} (2.8)

The final output of this pipeline is a lidar point cloud where each point is labeled

as either a background point, or as part of an object instance (with a class label).

Algorithm 1 summarizes our overall algorithm.
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2.4 Results and Evaluation

2.4.1 Quantitative Evaluation on the KITTI Data Set

We present experiments on the KITTI data set [12] in order to quantitatively

study the accuracy of LDLS. Our evaluation considers the Pedestrian and Car

object classes, as these are a) the most common object classes in the KITTI data

set and b) appear in both the KITTI and MS COCO data sets. This allows us

to generate results using Mask-RCNN [18] pretrained on MS COCO, and then

evaluate on KITTI. In most of our experiments, we merge the Pedestrian and Per-

son sitting KITTI classes. The KITTI object detection leaderboard also includes

cyclists, however since the Mask-RCNN model we use is trained to detect peo-

ple and bicycles separately, we do not consider this class. We perform no train-

ing or fine-tuning of Mask-RCNN on KITTI data, allowing us to study the ap-

plicability of our method to a new domain unseen in the image training data.

Performance Metrics

We evaluate using performance metrics for both semantic (per-class) segmenta-

tion and instance segmentation [70]. Given a set of lidar points, semantic seg-

mentation is defined as assigning a class label c ∈ C to each point, where C is

the set of all classes. In our experiments, C = {Car, Pedestrian}. Given point class

labels, the segmentation is evaluated by computing precision, recall, and IoU

over all n points for each class c, as

Pc =
|Pc ∩ Gc|

|Pc|
,Rc =

|Pc ∩ Gc|

|Gc|
, IoUc =

|Pc ∩ Gc|

|Pc ∪ Gc|
, (2.9)
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where Pc is the set of lidar points predicted to have class c in the segmentation

results, Gc is the set of points with class c in the ground truth, and | · | denotes

cardinality of a set.

An instance segmentation additionally assigns each point an instance label,

distinguishing individual cars and pedestrians from one another. To evaluate an

instance segmentation, predicted instance labels i ∈ {1, . . . ,MP}must be matched

with corresponding ground truth instances j ∈ {1, . . . ,MG}. We do this by calcu-

lating the IoU between each prediction-ground truth instance pair with the same

class label, and then calculating a bipartite graph matchingM(i) = j which max-

imizes the sum of IoUs between matched instance pairs.

The number of true positives T P is then calculated by counting the number

of prediction-truth matchings with IoU over some predefined threshold. The

false positive and false negative counts FP and FN are determined by the num-

ber of unmatched prediction instances and truth instances, respectively, and in-

stance precision and recall are then computed as

P =
T P

T P + FP
, R =

T P
T P + FN

. (2.10)

It is also possible to calculate instance precision and recall by counting over

individual points, rather than instances. However for lidar data, this metric is

unevenly weighted towards objects that are closer to the sensor because they

possess a higher density of points. Our results report instance-level precision

and recall in order to avoid this bias.
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Table 2.1: Comparison of semantic segmentation accuracy between Squeeze-
Seg [70], SqueezeSegV2 [71], PointSeg [69], and LDLS. Top: Evaluation on large
set of noisy ground truth frames. Bottom: Evaluation on manually labeled
ground truth .

Noisy Ground Truth (2791 Frames)
Class Method Precision Recall IoU

Car

SqueezeSeg 66.7 95.4 64.6
SqueezeSegV2 81.7 87.5 73.2

PointSeg 77.2 96.2 74.9
LDLS 87.4 75.0 67.7

SqueezeSeg 52.9 28.6 22.8
Pedestrian SqueezeSegV2 57.4 35.0 27.8

(without Person sitting) PointSeg 48.6 29.4 22.4
LDLS 51.3 81.9 46.0

Manually Labeled Ground Truth
(200 Frames)

Class Method Precision Recall IoU

Car

SqueezeSeg 51.0 97.2 50.3
SqueezeSegV2 63.7 90.2 59.6

PointSeg 58.6 89.8 54.9
LDLS 84.1 88.4 75.7

SqueezeSeg 49.7 29.7 22.8
Pedestrian SqueezeSegV2 71.1 36.2 31.5

(without Person sitting) PointSeg 70.6 20.4 18.8
LDLS 75.6 87.3 68.1

Comparison to Other Lidar Segmentation Methods

We benchmark LDLS through a comparison against SqueezeSeg [70], Squeeze-

SegV2 [71], and PointSeg [69], state-of-the-art convolutional neural network

methods for object segmentation in lidar point clouds. These methods take

as input a lidar point cloud transformed through panoramic projection into a

64 × 512 × 5 tensor, where the 5 channels are x-, y-, and z-coordinates, depth,

and lidar intensity. Since KITTI provides 3D bounding box object annotations,

rather than point labels, Wu et al. [70] generated segmentation annotations by la-
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beling points that fall within the annotated 3D boxes, producing an 8057-frame

training set and a 2791-frame validation set.

However, this bounding box-based annotation process results in labeling

errors, for example from extra points that fall within the boxes. In order to

maximize the quality of our evaluation, we therefore manually annotated 200

KITTI point clouds (randomly selected from within the validation set used by

SqueezeSeg) with class and instance ground truth segmentations. In our annota-

tion process, point labels are initialized according to the KITTI bounding boxes,

and then manually cleaned up by annotators. The end result is a set of pristinely

labeled ground truth point clouds. Note that KITTI objects whose bounding

boxes contain no lidar points are dropped. In order to quantify the error of the

bounding box-generated point labels, we calculated the semantic segmentation

IoU of the KITTI box-derived labels with our manually annotated labels, and

found an overall IoU of 81.1 for cars and 93.4 for pedestrians, indicating a sig-

nificant amount of error in bounding box-generated labels.

We apply LDLS to the 2791-frame SqueezeSeg validation data set, as well as

our 200-frame manually labeled data set. These two evaluations each present a

different takeaway. The 2791-frame evaluation is useful due to its large scale,

and due to its usage by previous works. However, due to the bias caused by an-

notation errors, this evaluation cannot definitively establish real-world segmen-

tation performance. Rather, its purpose is to broadly establish competitiveness

of our method alongside existing works. The smaller-scale evaluation on man-

ual annotations complements the first evaluation by removing annotation error,

and therefore offering the clearest possible indicator of expected real-world per-

formance.
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Table 2.1 presents results from these two evaluations. SqueezeSeg, Squeeze-

SegV2, and PointSeg results are produced after training on the 8057-point cloud

training set. For these methods, results on the noisy ground truth are taken from

their respective papers [70, 71, 69]. As the SqueezeSeg validation data set does

not include instance labels, Table 2.1 presents results using semantic segmen-

tation metrics only. For consistency with the other methods, we treat Pedestrian

and Person sitting as two separate classes in this experiment only, even though

the Mask-RCNN model used in LDLS does not distinguish between the two.

This only slightly impacts our results, due to the small number of Person sitting

instances in KITTI. Results in all other following experiments are presented with

these two classes merged.

When measured on the SqueezeSeg validation data, LDLS achieves compet-

itive semantic segmentation performance compared to SqueezeSeg, Squeeze-

SegV2, and PointSeg, although without any training on labeled 3D data. Addi-

tionally, LDLS outperforms the other methods in overall pedestrian segmenta-

tion IoU. On the manually labeled data, the difference is far more pronounced.

Our method achieves a 27.0% increase in IoU for car segmentation and a 116.2%

increase for pedestrian segmentation as compared to the next-best method. We

hypothesize that one reason for the difference in performance between LDLS

and SqueezeSeg/PointSeg is that the latter methods were trained on data that

includes annotation errors. When the test set includes similar annotation errors

and is therefore closer to the training domain (i.e. the SqueezeSeg validation set),

the performance difference between LDLS and the other methods is smaller.

However, this gap grows wider for evaluation on error-free annotations.

It is noted that this comparison is not symmetrical—SqueezeSeg and
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Table 2.2: Instance segmentation performance on manual annotations.

IoU Threshold Class Precision Recall TP FP FN

0.50 Car 66.8 79.3 544 270 142
Pedestrian 51.4 68.4 128 121 59

0.70 Car 57.7 68.5 470 344 216
Pedestrian 48.6 64.7 121 128 66

PointSeg make use of labeled 3D training data, while LDLS uses RGB images

as well as a pretrained 2D segmentation model (implicitly also using 2D image

training data). However, it is important to view this difference in the context

of robotics applications. Lidar-equipped robots commonly also have a camera

sensor, or can be inexpensively outfitted with one. On the other hand, creating

a labeled training set of thousands of lidar point clouds is difficult and time-

consuming. Therefore, if installing a camera on a robot and then applying an

off-the-shelf image segmentation model can enable similar or greater 3D seg-

mentation performance as a model trained on labeled point clouds, adding the

camera information is a reasonable choice in a robotics context.

Instance Segmentation Evaluation

We also present an instance segmentation evaluation by applying LDLS to our

manually annotated KITTI ground truth data. Results calculated across all ob-

ject instances in the ground truth are shown in Table 2.2. To better understand

the performance of LDLS, we additionally study the effect of object range on

accuracy. Label diffusion assumes that neighboring points are more likely to

share a class label; this assumption weakens at further distances from the sensor,

where lidar data becomes sparser. Therefore, we hypothesize that LDLS should

be more reliable for objects that are closer to the sensor and visible with a higher
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Figure 2.3: Effect of range on semantic and instance segmentation precision and
recall. Instance segmentation metrics use IoU = .70.
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Figure 2.4: Scatter plot showing object range versus segmentation IoU. Each
point is a pedestrian or car instance. Zero IoU points indicate false negatives.

density of points. We test this hypothesis by performing evaluations at differ-

ent ranges. For each evaluation, we exclude all lidar points above a given max-

imum range cutoff. Results are plotted in Figure 2.3. As range from the sensor

increases, instance segmentation performance decreases significantly. Seman-

tic segmentation degradation is not as significant; likely because these metrics

count numbers of points and therefore are biased towards nearer, more densely

populated lidar points.

Figure 2.4 plots each object instance within our test set on a scatter plot, as a
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function of distance to the object’s centroid against instance segmentation IoU.

As objects become more distant, a wider range of IoU results appear.

These experiments indicate that LDLS generally segments object instances

more reliably at closer distances, with performance falling off as range increases.

This suggests that an all-purpose robotic perception system may be best served

by using a vision-based bounding box object detector at far ranges, with LDLS

applied at close ranges to allow a robot to precisely sense and interact with its

immediate surroundings.

Ablation Study

To demonstrate the benefits of the different components of the LDLS pipeline,

we perform an ablation study by removing different components and compar-

ing results. The ablation settings we experimented with are:

1. Direct projection labeling Lidar points are naively labeled, without graph

diffusion, based on whether they project to within a 2D segmentation

mask in the image.

2. Diffusion without outlier removal The full pipeline is executed, except for the

final outlier removal step.

Table 2.3 contains semantic and instance (using both the 0.50 and 0.70 IoU

thresholds) segmentation results from running these settings on the manually

annotated data. We see that both the diffusion and outlier removal steps im-

prove overall performance, with the former contributing a major performance

gain. This finding confirms the value of label diffusion in fusing 2D and 3D
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Table 2.3: Ablation study results. Top, middle, and bottom show results for the
three different ablation settings.

Ablation setting: Direct projection labeling without diffusion
Semantic Segmentation Instance Seg. IoU=0.50 Instance Seg. IoU=0.70

Class Precision Recall IoU Precision Recall Precision Recall
Car 69.2 83.2 60.7 44.1 59.8 16.4 22.2

Pedestrian 60.1 72.2 48.8 30.0 51.9 5.3 9.1

Ablation setting: Diffusion without outlier removal
Semantic Segmentation Instance Seg. IoU=0.50 Instance Seg. IoU=0.70

Class Precision Recall IoU Precision Recall Precision Recall
Car 78.2 90.8 72.5 66.3 78.7 51.6 61.2

Pedestrian 72.9 89.1 66.9 50.6 67.4 47.4 63.1

Ablation setting: Original, with all components
Semantic Segmentation Instance Seg. IoU=0.50 Instance Seg. IoU=0.70

Class Precision Recall IoU Precision Recall Precision Recall
Car 84.1 88.4 75.7 66.8 79.3 57.7 68.5

Pedestrian 77.7 86.4 69.2 51.4 68.4 48.6 64.7

information. Note that the full pipeline results differ slightly from the results

presented in Table 2.1, since the ablation results are calculated after merging the

Person sitting and Pedestrian classes.

2.4.2 Qualitative Evaluation

Our quantitative study establishes the accuracy of LDLS on large-scale anno-

tated ground truth, but is limited to just two object classes, and data from a high-

resolution lidar sensor. In order to complement the quantitative evaluation, and

demonstrate the applicability of LDLS to different environments, classes, sen-

sors, and data collection platforms, we present two additional sets of results: a)

residential and urban sequences from KITTI [11], and b) a sequence captured on

the Cornell University campus using a Clearpath™ Jackal mobile ground robot

with a Velodyne VLP-16 lidar sensor and RGB camera.
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Figure 2.5: Qualitative results from running LDLS on the KITTI Drive 64 and
Drive 91 sequences, as well as on data collected on the Cornell campus using a
mobile robot. Highlighted COCO object classes segmented in the lidar data are
’person’ (shown in red), ’car’ (blue), ’truck’ (green), ’bicycle’ (purple), ’chair’ (or-
ange), ’bench’ (pink), and ’potted plant’ (yellow). Mask-RCNN segmentations
are shown in the corresponding images.

For this evaluation, we present segmentation results on a wider variety of

MS COCO classes, including people, cars, trucks, bicycles, chairs, benches, and

potted plants. Segmentation of all of these object classes in lidar data is made

possible since LDLS adopts all classes that are detected by the image segmen-

tation model used; in this case the Mask-RCNN model pretrained on the MS

COCO data set. An overview of results is shown in Figure 2.5. In the KITTI

data, new object classes are generally segmented with qualitatively compara-

ble accuracy to cars and pedestrians, although narrower objects such as bicycles

present a challenge. In comparison, the campus data collection on the Jackal

robot exhibits more segmentation errors, and performance breaks down more

significantly for objects at farther distances. We hypothesize the following rea-
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sons for these differences: Firstly, the VLP-16 sensor outputs only 16 laser scan

lines, as opposed to the 64-scan lidar used in KITTI, making the lidar point

clouds sparser and more difficult to segment, especially at further ranges. We

also believe that errors from sensor calibration [13] and time synchronization

were higher on the Jackal, compared to the KITTI data set. Still, we find LDLS

to demonstrate adequate segmentation performance for a small, relatively inex-

pensive robot.

In terms of computation, the graph construction and sparse matrix multipli-

cation iterations are highly parallelizable and can be GPU-accelerated [3]. On

the KITTI evaluation data, our current Python implementation averages ap-

proximately .38 seconds per frame on an Nvidia GTX 1080 Ti, excluding the

computation of Mask-RCNN results.

2.5 Conclusion

In this paper, we present LDLS, a method for instance segmentation of 3D point

clouds which leverages a pretrained 2D image segmentation model, followed

by label diffusion on a graph connecting 2D pixels and 3D points, to remove

any need for labeled 3D training data. By removing this requirement, we make

LDLS suitable for application in various environments and on different robotic

platforms. Quantitative evaluations on the KITTI data set demonstrate superior

accuracy at car and pedestrian segmentation compared to previous methods,

and qualitative evaluations demonstrate segmentation of a wider variety of ob-

ject classes. Our results are additionally presented without fine-tuning of the

image segmentation model, demonstrating generalizability to new domains.
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CHAPTER 3

DETECTING AND MAPPING TREES IN UNSTRUCTURED

ENVIRONMENTS WITH A STEREO CAMERA AND PSEUDO-LIDAR

3.1 Introduction

Agile autonomous navigation in complex and unstructured environments re-

quires a robot to plan ahead and process noisy sensor measurements, in order

to determine the existence and locations of any obstacles in its planned path.

Consider a quadrotor UAV flying through a forest—tree trunks and branches

may appear in the quadrotor’s flight path with little warning, and agile navi-

gation therefore depends on the quadrotor’s ability to use noisy sensor data to

reason about the uncertain presence or absence of obstacles ahead.

Current state of the art approaches to agile autonomous navigation typically

use either lidar [42, 41] or stereo cameras [55]. Lidar sensors, while accurate, are

heavy, power-hungry, and expensive. Stereo cameras are more lightweight and

less costly, but the quality of stereo depth information degrades significantly

with range [67]. For this reason, mapping approaches designed for obstacle

avoidance based on stereo cameras generally discard sensor measurements past

a limited range, and/or limit the maximum robot speed in complex or crowded

environments where sensor noise is more prevalent. Additionally, the compu-

tational cost of updating 3-D occupancy grid maps grows significantly as the

maximum mapping range and/or grid resolution is increased, creating further

difficulty for planning around obstacles in complex environments.

Motivated by the problem of autonomous navigation in unstructured out-
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Figure 3.1: Results of our tree detection and mapping system, demonstrated
on sample frames in our test sequence. The colored bounding boxes indicated
different tracked objects within our tracker.
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doors environments such as forests, and inspired by recent advancements in

3-D object detection using a pseudo-lidar representation for stereo point clouds

[67, 74], we present, to the best of our knowledge, the first method for detecting

and mapping distant trees using a stereo camera alongside a state of the art 3-D

object detector. Figure 3.1 demonstrates example results of our method, which

includes the following components:

1. A labeling pipeline which generates a training data set for the tree de-

tector from recorded stereo camera sensor data. This pipeline allows rapid

training data creation with minimal user effort by clustering a fused global

point cloud map.

2. A PointRCNN 3-D object detector [61], which detects trees in sparsified

stereo point clouds, using the novel pseudo-lidar approach proposed in

Wang et al. [67].

3. A Kalman filter, which performs data association on detections in order to

robustly map trees. The filter outputs accurate estimates of the positions

and sizes of trees in front of the camera, and is scalable due to estimating

a limited set of state variables per tree.

By learning patterns from large numbers of labeled noisy stereo point clouds,

our detection and mapping system is able to recognize trees that appear dis-

torted in stereo data, an example of which is shown in Figure 3.2. We note that

distorted objects such as this are infeasible to manually annotate with bounding

box labels for training a 3-D detector, as there is no unbiased way for someone

to judge the true position and size of the tree. For this reason, previous pseudo-

lidar detection methods use training labels that come from annotated lidar data
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Range 2.5m Range 7m

Figure 3.2: Example of the distortion that occurs in stereo point clouds at longer
sensing ranges, using data from a ZED 2 stereo camera. Left: Side view of a tree
at a range of approximately 2.5 meters from the sensor, as seen in the 3-D point
cloud generated from a stereo image pair. Right: The same tree, at a range of 7
meters, appears significantly more distorted.

[67, 74]. Our automatic labeling method avoids this problem, enabling the first

stereo image training and detection pipeline with no dependence on lidar sen-

sors. Our method is also modular, and can complement existing 3-D occupancy

grid mapping approaches.

We validate our perception system on a test sequence of stereo point clouds

captured in a forest-like environment, demonstrating accurate tree detection

and mapping at ranges up to 7 meters away from the camera, where stereo

depth noise becomes significant. To further promote creation of data sets and

obstacle detectors for forests and other challenging environments for robotic

navigation, our code for point cloud labeling, pseudo-lidar object detection, and

tree mapping, as well as our collected data set, are publicly available at https:

//github.com/brian-h-wang/pseudolidar-tree-detection.
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3.2 Related Work

3.2.1 Perception for Navigation in Unstructured Environments

Recent works have demonstrated robust and effective perception pipelines for

enabling autonomous outdoors navigation. Ryll et al. [55] use an Intel RealSense

D435i stereo camera to construct a 3-D occupancy grid that a UAV can use for

navigation. However, the occupancy grid requires consistent sensor measure-

ments to form a reliable map for planning; as a result, while the quadrotor could

achieve peak speeds of 8 m/s in open areas, flight speed was greatly reduced

around obstacles and narrow passageways. Mohta et al. [42] use a similar per-

ception component, the main difference being the usage of a nodding 2D lidar

scanner as the main sensor for mapping. Due to computational considerations,

lidar measurements are fused into a local occupancy grid map covering a dis-

tance only up to 7.5m away from the quadrotor. These navigation pipelines have

demonstrated impressive results in autonomous quadrotor flight, however the

difficulty of using longer-range sensor measurements remains a roadblock to-

wards faster flight in more complex environments, with [42] specifically identi-

fying the size of the local map as a limiting factor on flight speed.

Other works have explored the problems of detecting trees and navigating

in forests specifically. Giusti et al. [14] use a convolutional neural network for

detecting forest trails, allowing a quadrotor to navigate through the forest by

visually following the trail. Mohta et al. [41] demonstrate quadrotor navigation

in a sparse forest environment, and Tian et al. [62] present a multi-UAV explo-

ration framework using trees as landmarks for SLAM, clustering trees in order

to reduce the computational burden of mapping a forest using an occupancy
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grid. Both of these pipelines use lidar sensing for mapping and tree detection.

Finally, Durand-Petiteville et al. [9] present a method for detecting tree trunks in

orchards using stereo cameras, by reasoning about the shadows that tree trunks

cast within the stereo point cloud. This method is computationally efficient and

demonstrates that trees can be effectively recognized in stereo point clouds,

however since it is designed specifically for usage in orchards, it depends on

a number of heuristic assumptions about the shapes and sizes of the trees.

3.2.2 3-D Pseudo-lidar Object Detection

Motivated in large part by autonomous driving, researchers have made sig-

nificant progress in perception and scene understanding with 3-D sensors

[73, 40, 61, 24, 60]. Recent works have greatly narrowed the gap between 3-D

object detectors that use lidar, and those that use stereo images as inputs. Wang

et al. [67] showed that this gap was caused mainly by the representation used

for stereo data, rather than the quality of depth estimation, as was previously

assumed. By representing stereo depth images as a 3-D point cloud, then using

the resulting point cloud as an input to a 3-D lidar object detector, they achieved

massively improved detection accuracy over previous stereo image object de-

tectors. Wang et al. refer to this representation as pseudo-lidar, since the stereo

point cloud mimics the measurements produced by a lidar sensor. You et al. [74]

introduced improvements that further increased the accuracy of stereo-based

3-D detection. Due to the reduced cost and weight of stereo cameras as com-

pared to lidar, these advancements are especially impactful for UAVs and other

resource-constrained robotic platforms.
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1) Collect stereo point clouds 
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2) Generate fused global point 
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B1:n

Figure 3.3: Our pipeline for generating labeled stereo point cloud training data
for the 3-D tree detector. See section 3.3.1 for definitions of terms.

3.3 Approach

Our approach to tree detection and tracking consists of three main components,

described in detail in the following sections: a pipeline for generating training

data (Section 3.3.1), a 3-D tree detector (Section 3.3.2), and a tree state estimator

(Section 3.3.3).

3.3.1 Training Data Generation Pipeline

In the following section, we describe our pipeline for generating stereo image

training data with minimal user supervision. Figure 3.3 illustrates the steps of

this process. We implement our pipeline in Python, using the Open3D [76] li-

brary for 3-D data processing.

Data collection

Our approach uses these inputs:

• Pk, point clouds from a 3-D camera sensor.

• fx, fy, cx, cy, the camera intrinsic parameters.
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• z⃗k, measurements from an IMU and any accompanying sensors used for

camera pose estimation. These are used to ensure accurate mapping and

localization, which are required for generating reliable training labels.

For the camera point clouds and other sensor data, the index k is over the

time step indices in the data collection, k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We use a Stereolabs ZED

2 stereo camera for our data collection. As described in [67], given a pair of

stereo images, the point cloud Pk can be computed by matching pixels in the left

image to corresponding pixels in the right image, then computing a depth value

to each pixel based on the camera parameters.

We note that active RGBD sensors such as the Intel RealSense or Microsoft

Kinect can also be used to obtain the required 3-D point cloud measurements

and are therefore compatible with our pipeline. However, these sensors tend to

perform less accurately outdoors due to their usage of infrared sensors. Thus,

the ZED 2 stereo camera better addresses the use case we explore in this paper.

Global point cloud fusion and pose estimation

Given the sensor measurements and camera parameters as inputs, we compute

the following:

• x⃗k, the pose of the camera at each time step.

• M ∈ RpG×3, a global point cloud map created by fusing all Pk into a global

reference frame. pG is the total number of points in the global point cloud.

Multiple approaches for visual-inertial 3-D SLAM have been proposed,

which generate the pose and point cloud map given a series of 3-D point clouds
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and inertial measurements [28, 46, 15, 54]. Any of these approaches can, in prin-

ciple, be used to generate the required inputs for our labeling pipeline. Our cur-

rent implementation uses the spatial mapping API of the Stereolabs ZED SDK1,

which uses stereo vision alongside the built-in IMU, magnetometer, and barom-

eter on the ZED 2 sensor to perform point cloud fusion and pose optimization.

Global point cloud clustering

After constructing the global point cloud, we apply a clustering algorithm in

order to determine the number, shape, and position of individual tree trunks in

the point cloud, proceeding as follows:

1. Detect the ground plane in the global point cloud using RANSAC, and

remove any points within a distance threshold to the ground.

2. Cluster the remaining points using the DBSCAN clustering algorithm [10].

The output of this step is a list of clusters Zi ∈ R
pi×3, where pi is the number

of points in cluster i.

3. Remove any cluster i where pi < pmin, a threshold on cluster size. This

filters out small erroneous clusters from sources such as low-hanging fo-

liage.

4. Output the remaining tree clusters Zi, i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.

This clustering approach is sensitive to noise in the 3-D points; thus, it can-

not be used to effectively detect trees in the individual noisy stereo point clouds.

1https://www.stereolabs.com/docs/spatial-mapping/
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However, noise in the fused global point cloud is significantly reduced in com-

parison, and the global cloud can therefore be accurately clustered to determine

the number, shape, and position of individual tree trunks, as demonstrated in

Figure 3.3.

In addition, we have developed a labeling tool which can be optionally used

to review the generated clusters, remove any incorrect clusters, and manually

annotate any trees missed by the DBSCAN clustering by drawing bounding

boxes around groups of unclustered points in the global point cloud (with the

ground plane removed). This step ensures the generated clusters are free of er-

rors, which would otherwise propagate into the detector training data.

Automated label generation and point cloud sparsification

Given a cluster of 3-D points Zi for each tree in the global frame, we can step

through the individual stereo point clouds Pk and, using the computed pose of

the camera x⃗k in the global frame, transform the clusters Zi to the local camera

frame to determine which trees are visible at time k.

Our label generation procedure is as follows. For each time step k ∈ {1, . . . , n}:

1. Initialize the set of bounding box annotations for frame k to Bk = ∅.

2. Using the computed pose (position and orientation) of the camera x⃗k,

define the homogeneous transformation matrix TW→C,k which transforms

points from the global world frame to the local camera reference frame.

3. For each cluster of 3-D points Zi, i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, use TW→C,k to transform the

cluster to its representation in camera frame coordinates, which we denote
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as ZC
i .

4. Fit a 3-D rectangular bounding box bi,k, aligned to the axes of frame C,

around the points ZC
i . We align boxes to C, because otherwise the correct

orientation of the box is undefined, since trees have no clear front side.

5. If no points in the local point cloud Pk fall within bi,k, discard bi,k. This

removes trees which are outside the sensing range of the camera, or are

completely occluded and therefore impossible to detect. Otherwise, add

bi,k to the set Bk of labels for point cloud Pk.

In addition, following You et al. [74], we sparsify each stereo point cloud Pk into

a sparse pseudo-lidar representation P̂k by downsampling Pk to 128 scan lines,

evenly distributed according to vertical angle to the sensor, from θ = −35◦ to

θ = +35◦ (covering the vertical field of view of the ZED 2 camera). We choose 128

scan lines because You et al. used 64 scan lines to imitate a lidar with a vertical

field of view of approximately 30◦; since the ZED 2 vertical field of view is 70◦,

doubling the number of pseudo-lidar scan lines maintains a roughly similar

density of scan lines. The sparsification step is required because state of the art

methods for 3-D object detection assume lidar point cloud inputs, and exploit

the sparsity property of lidar data [61]. Sparsification has the added advantage

of greatly reducing the size of the stereo point clouds—sparsifying ZED 2 stereo

point clouds generated using 720p resolution stereo images results in an over

tenfold decrease in the number of points—significantly reducing the storage

requirements for a large data set.

The end result of this pipeline is a set of sparse stereo point clouds P̂k, each

labeled with a set of ground truth bounding boxes Bk indicating tree positions

and sizes, to be used for 3-D object detector training. By automatically cluster-
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ing a global point cloud, then optionally having a user spend a few minutes

reviewing and fixing the clustering results, we can generate annotation bound-

ing boxes for the hundreds or thousands of individual stereo point clouds used

to create the fused global point cloud. We note that even when the user needs to

add additional manual annotations, annotating a group of points in the ground

plane-removed global point cloud takes only a few seconds of user time, and

this single annotation is then used to label many tree instances in the individual

sparse point clouds P̂k.

Our approach assumes a forest environment, with all obstacles in the point

cloud map being trees. In order to consider more general environments, with

multiple object classes present, a potential extension to our pipeline is an extra

labeling step where a user manually reviews each computed cluster and deter-

mines an appropriate class from a list of predefined options. This process would

require little extra user time on top of our current pipeline, and would enable

training multi-class 3-D object detectors.

3.3.2 3-D Object Detector

We use the PointRCNN detector, developed by Shi et al. [61] and publicly re-

leased online2, to detect trees in 3-D stereo point clouds. Previously, You et al.

[74] applied PointRCNN to stereo point clouds, using the sparse pseudo-lidar

representation. Our training data for the detector consists of the sparsified lo-

cal stereo point clouds P̂k, as well as the 3-D tree bounding boxes Bi,k generated

through our labeling pipeline.

2https://github.com/sshaoshuai/PointRCNN
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3.3.3 Kalman Filter Estimator

We treat 3-D bounding box detections from PointRCNN as uncertain measure-

ments in a Kalman filter mapping framework, in order to consistently estimate

tree positions and sizes and account for missed detections. Our goal is to esti-

mate the joint probability p(ak, tk|dk) at time k, where tk is the set of estimated

tree states (position and size), dk is the set of observed sensor measurements

(frame-wise bounding box detections), and ak the assignment of measurements

to mapped trees. We decouple the joint distribution into the continuous estima-

tion problem p(tk|ak,dk), solved recursively via a Kalman Filter (KF), and the dis-

crete data assignment problem, p(ak|tk,dk), solved via global nearest-neighbors

(GNN).

Kalman Filter

We define a state vector for each tree based on its global frame position and size,

ti
k =

[
x y w

]T

, (3.1)

where x, y is the position of the center of the tree in top-down birds-eye view

coordinates, w is the tree diameter, and ti
k corresponds to the i-th tree at the k-th

time. For the rest of the paper, the superscript i is omitted for clarity; but it is

given that multiple trees are being tracked. The x-axis points along the direction

the camera is facing, and the y axis points to the left. Our state vector effectively

represents each tree as a cylinder, ignoring its height. We deem this an appro-

priate choice for representing tree trunks in our use case, as we would like to

enable a robot to navigate between tree trunks in a forest, rather than flying

over the tree canopies.
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We assume the states of the model for each tree to be constant relative to the

global frame, and driven by a small amount of process noise

ṫk =

[
ex ey ew

]T

(3.2)

where ex, ey, ew are process noise values with small covariances which can be

tuned to balance the time response of the filter and the pose error. This noise

allows the state estimates to adjust over time as additional data arrives.

The Kalman Filter prediction step is

t̂k+1 = At̂k (3.3)

Σ̂k+1 = AΣ̂kAT +Q (3.4)

where t̂ is the state estimate, A is the state transition matrix (in this case identity),

Σ̂ is the state error covariance, and Q is the process noise covariance matrix.

Each measurement consists of direct measurements of all three states, de-

rived from the bounding box detector. More specifically, we extract the follow-

ing measurement vector dm
k+1 for the m-th measurement at the k+1 time:

dm
k+1 =

[
dx dy dw

]T

, (3.5)

where dx, dy denote the center-bottom position of the bounding box relative to

the camera coordinate system, and dw is its width. We treat the width of a bound-

ing box as a noisy measurement of the corresponding tree’s diameter. The mea-

surement function from the detections hd(·) is

dk+1 = Htk+1 + rk+1. (3.6)

The measurement function is modeled with additive zero-mean Gaussian white

noise rk+1. This yields the predicted measurement and corresponding innova-

tion covariance to be:

d̂k+1 = Ht̂k+1 (3.7)
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Sk+1 = HΣk+1HT + R. (3.8)

The tree location and diameter estimates are then updated according to the stan-

dard Kalman Filter update equations.

Data Association

We use the GNN algorithm to optimally assign measurements to tracks, using

the Hungarian algorithm [5] to minimize the Mahalanobis distance

D j,i
k+1 = (d j

k+1 − d̂i
k+1)T S −1

k+1(d j
k+1 − d̂i

k+1), (3.9)

where the j-th measurement is compared to the i-th estimated measurement,

derived from the i-th track, and S is the corresponding innovation covariance

matrix.

Tracks are initialized when a fixed number aminHits of measurements are as-

sociated to the same track; our current implementation has aminHits = 3. Track

deletion, on the other hand, requires that a current track does not receive any

measurement updates over a set amount of time steps amaxAge, or that the object

exits the field of view (FOV); we use amaxAge = 100. For our 60FPS camera, this

equates to 1.67 seconds. This method of track deletion addresses short tempo-

rary occlusions. We use χ2 hypothesis testing for validation gating, where very

unlikely (<5%) measurement associations are discarded as clutter or false posi-

tives.
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3.4 Experiments and Results

3.4.1 Data collection and processing

In order to train our tree detection system, we collected data in forest-like en-

vironments near the Cornell University campus, using a handheld Stereolabs

ZED 2 camera to gather over 40,000 stereo image pairs at 720p resolution, split

up into seven individual sequences. Due to the camera’s 60 FPS framerate, in

order to avoid including multiple highly similar frames in our detector training

data, we downsampled the data to only include every fifth frame in our training

set, for a set of 8680 stereo point clouds in total. In terms of number of frames,

this is similar to the popular 3-D object detection KITTI data set, which includes

7481 training frames [12].

Each of the seven data capture sequences was fused into a separate global

point cloud, which were each then clustered using our automatic annotation

pipeline. For the ground plane removal, we ran RANSAC for 1000 iterations,

and removed any points within 0.5 m of the fit plane. For the global point cloud

clustering, we set the DBSCAN parameters to ϵ = 0.1 and minS amples = 10. Fi-

nally, after DBSCAN clustering, we remove any clusters containing less than

2000 points (To give a sense of scale, the full global point clouds from our

seven training data captures each contained between 1.1 and 2.2 million points,

though the majority of these would be removed with the ground plane). When

creating the sparsified pseudo-lidar point clouds, we also remove stereo points

past 15 meters from the camera, to avoid creating training bounding boxes that

include only very few 3-D points.
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Our training data sequences contain 110 distinct trees in total. 98 of these

were correctly automatically clustered by our global point cloud clustering pro-

cess. The automatic clustering generated 5 incorrect clusters which a manual an-

notator removed. Finally, the manual annotator added 12 clusters which were

missed by the DBSCAN clustering—most of these were very thin tree trunks

which fell under the minimum threshold for DBSCAN cluster sizes. In total, we

trained PointRCNN on 8680 pseudo-lidar point clouds annotated with 34,386

bounding box training labels.

3.4.2 Evaluating tree detection and estimation accuracy

We evaluate our trained PointRCNN tree detector and tracker on a test sequence

of 2000 stereo point clouds, captured in a separate forest-like environment. This

site contains two rows of trees, and is physically separated from the area where

we collected our training data, in order to evaluate our detector’s performance

in an environment outside the training domain. Figure 3.1 visually shows our

test site; for full results of our tree mapping system, please see the video accom-

panying this paper. We create ground truth tree annotations of this outdoors test

sequence using our clustering and bounding box generation process, addition-

ally using our manual annotation tool to ensure correct labels.

As a baseline for comparison, we run our ground plane removal and DB-

SCAN clustering method directly on the individual stereo point clouds Pk, fit a

bounding box around each DBSCAN cluster, and treat these as detections. This

baseline exactly mimics our clustering procedure used for automatic training

data generation, except applied on noisy stereo point clouds rather than on the
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Figure 3.4: Counts of successfully matched 3-D bounding boxes, false positives,
and false negatives, shown binned over different ranges from the sensor. We
compare raw detector bounding box outputs and tracker estimates with base-
line detections generated by running DBSCAN clustering on noisy stereo point
clouds.

fused global point cloud. We leave all parameters used for this baseline clus-

tering identical to the parameters used for generating training labels for the

detector, except for running RANSAC ground plane removal for only 50 iter-

ations (this saves computation time and did not significantly affect clustering,

since the ground area in Pk is much smaller than in the global point cloud and
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Figure 3.5: Absolute errors on x (forward axis) position, y (lateral axis) position,
and tree diameter over different ranges. An absent bar indicates no bounding
boxes present over a given range bin.
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therefore does not require as precise a plane fit).

Figure 3.4 shows the total number of bounding boxes successfully associ-

ated with ground truth boxes (top), false positive bounding boxes (middle),

and false negatives (bottom) for the baseline DBSCAN detections, tree detec-

tor and the tracker. For evaluation, we match bounding boxes to nearby ground

truth instances using linear assignment, with a maximum distance cutoff of 1

meter. This evaluation analyzes how often our detection and mapping system

successfully recognizes the presence of trees ahead. We bin statistics over var-

ious ranges, in order to analyze how performance changes with distance from

the sensor. As seen in the results, the DBSCAN baseline correctly recognizes the

majority of ground truth trees at shorter ranges, when depth errors are min-

imal. Past around 5 meters, however, the number of false positive DBSCAN

bounding boxes grows rapidly, as DBSCAN begins to mistakenly find clusters

in noisy areas of the stereo point clouds. In contrast, our detector, trained on

data generated largely by the same DBSCAN clustering method applied to a

fused global point cloud, does not raise these false postives, and demonstrates

a low false negative rate up to around 7 meters, significantly further than the

accurate range of DBSCAN point cloud clustering. Past 5 meters, the Kalman

filter effectively compensates for missed detections, reducing the false negative

rate of the system. Our detector noticeably misses trees at very short ranges; at

close distances, the stereo point cloud is very dense, which may make shorter-

range detections difficult for PointRCNN, which was designed with lidar data

in mind, to learn. This is however a minor drawback, since at such a close range

depth measurements are quite reliable and could be easily integrated into a local

grid-based map.
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In order to examine the quality of tree bounding boxes, Figure 3.5 reports

the errors in x- and y-position and tree size for the DBSCAN baseline bounding

boxes, PointRCNN detections, and Kalman filter estimates. Errors for both the

PointRCNN detections and filtered tree states remain consistently low over the

ranges shown, indicating that the detections closely match the ground truth po-

sitions and sizes of trees in the test sequence. In contrast, the DBSCAN baseline

demonstrates low error up to around 3 meters, but begins to drastically grow in

error after this point, with errors in tree sizes becoming particularly large.

3.5 Conclusion

We present a method for detecting and mapping trees in stereo camera point

clouds. In our experiments, this system accurately recognizes trees at ranges

up to 7 meters, even when trained on labels generated from clustering which

is accurate in noisy stereo point clouds only up to approximately 3-4 meters.

Our automatic labeling pipeline enables a detector to learn to recognize trees in

noisy longer-range stereo points, which are often discarded in current mapping

approaches, increasing the extent of usable sensor information available to the

robot. Additionally, our pipeline bypasses the need for time-consuming man-

ual labeling, and does not depend on supervision from a lidar sensor. Future

work will focus on further extending the range of learned 3-D object detectors,

enabling robots to navigate while accounting for distant uncertain obstacles.
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CHAPTER 4

MULTIPLE-HYPOTHESIS PATH PLANNING WITH UNCERTAIN OBJECT

DETECTIONS

4.1 Introduction

Autonomous navigation in unknown, unstructured, and obstacle-dense envi-

ronments requires a robot to recognize obstacles and plan a safe path around

them, typically by using a 3D sensor such as a stereo camera or lidar. This prob-

lem becomes much more challenging as the desired navigation speed and com-

plexity of the environment increase. The further ahead the robot can accurately

perceive and react to upcoming obstacles, the faster it will be able to safely nav-

igate through increasingly challenging and obstacle-dense environments.

However, 3D sensors used in robotics are often affected by measurement

errors that increase with distance from the sensor. Stereo camera depth errors

grow quadratically with range, due to disparity estimation errors [67]. Lidar

sensors, while more precise, return very sparse points at longer ranges.

Current pipelines for autonomous navigation in unknown environments

plan iteratively through unknown environments, by constructing a map of the

robot’s immediate surroundings (often as a 3D occupancy grid), optimizing a

path to a global goal in this map, then recursively updating the local map and

planned trajectory as the robot moves towards the goal and obtains new sen-

sor measurements [55, 42]. These methods have demonstrated significant suc-

cesses in autonomous path planning. However, due to increasing 3D sensor

noise with range, existing methods typically plan only in a short range near the
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robot, where sensor noise is minimal and reliable map construction is possible.

The robot discards noisier sensor measurements beyond this range entirely, ul-

timately limiting the robot’s ability to quickly and effectively traverse complex

environments.

[56] point out this constrained perception horizon as a key limitation on

the speed of safe autonomous navigation in agile unmanned aerial vehicle

(UAV) flight specifically. With no knowledge of the environment past the short,

minimal-noise sensor range, the robot must plan conservatively, always ready

to come to a stop at the boundary of this sensor range in case new obstacles

appear. Ideally, the robot should be able to perceive potential obstacles at far

ranges, enabling preemptive avoidance of obstacle-dense areas.

While longer-range sensor measurements are noisy, they still contain us-

able information for recognizing navigation obstacles. Works such as [56], [16],

and [58] presented planning methods that use camera image semantics to aug-

ment short range 3D sensor measurements. Recent works in 3D object detection

[67, 74, 61, 29, 51], have demonstrated accurate and robust object detection at

longer ranges than reliable occupancy grid mapping is typically possible, using

machine learning to recognize patterns in 3D point clouds and detect objects

despite the sensor noise.

These object detectors provide a promising way to extend the amount of

actionable information available to a robot, by enabling longer-range obstacle

recognition. However, object detections still contain errors in measuring obsta-

cle positions and sizes, as shown in chapter 3 of this thesis. The robot must

therefore reason about this sensing uncertainty in the path planning algorithm,

in order to effectively use these object detections.
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In this paper, we present a multiple-hypothesis planner which uses object

detections to help the robot navigate to its goal, while considering the safety

of multiple uncertain candidate paths. Our work is motivated by navigation

through a forest while avoiding tree trunks, previously studied in [23], [6], and

[19]. To model this problem, we consider a robot navigating through an envi-

ronment densely populated with obstacles of a single class, but with different

sizes and locations, that can be detected with noise that varies with range. We

first estimate the positions and sizes of obstacles using these noisy object detec-

tions. We then construct a graph representation of the scene based on pairwise

connections between obstacles, which stores the probability that the robot can

safely navigate between each pair of nearby obstacles in the world. This graph

can be updated in real-time based on new measurements, and pruned if edges

do not provide safe paths, thus providing probabilistic guarantees. Using this

probabilistic graph, we plan multiple path hypotheses between pairs of obsta-

cles to the navigation goal. The planner then intelligently optimizes the best

route to the goal by trading off between safety and expected path length.

Our contributions include the following:

• A high-level graph representation of forest environments, that represents

and stores the probabilities of the robot being able to safely navigate be-

tween pairs of obstacles in the forest.

• A multiple-hypothesis path planning method which uses this probabilistic

navigation graph to generate and evaluate multiple candidate paths to the

goal, accounting for both expected path distance and safety.

• An experimental simulation study in randomly generated forest environ-

ments, demonstrating that our probabilistic model of long-range object
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detection, when compared to a baseline planner using a 2D A* search, al-

lows a robot to more efficiently and safely reach its goal in complex, dense

forests.

4.2 Related work

4.2.1 Path planning in unknown environments

Robot path planning methods include sampling-based approaches such as

rapidly-exploring random trees (RRTs) [30, 27], as well as minimum cost search

methods typically based on the A* algorithm [17]. Hybrid A* [7, 47] extends the

classic A* search algorithm by associating each discrete step of the search with

a continuous vehicle state, ensuring that the final path is valid with respect to

the robot kinematics.

Traditionally, path planning methods take as input a map of the robot’s sur-

roundings, then use this map to plan a collision-free path to a given goal state.

In practice, a robot generally lacks a detailed map of the environment ahead of

time and must construct one in real time using its onboard sensors. Therefore,

typical path planning pipelines work iteratively, re-planning as the robot tra-

verses the environment and updates its map with new sensore measurements.

A commonly used map structure is a binary 3D occupancy grid map, where

cells are either occupied or unoccupied. These occupancy grids can be con-

structed using 3D sensors such as stereo cameras [55] or lidar [41, 42, 62]. These

works have significantly advanced the state of the art in 3D autonomous path
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planning, implementing the iterative re-planning approach on 3D grids.

A key limiting factor on autonomous navigation is the maximum perception

horizon of the robot’s sensors [56]. At long ranges, sensor noise increases sig-

nificantly, with stereo cameras suffering from a quadratic increase in depth es-

timation error with range [67] and lidar point measurements becoming sparse.

Longer range planning carries computational costs as well; for example, the cost

to maintain a 3D occupancy grid grows cubically with the size of the grid, neces-

sitating a smaller grid that does not make use of all available sensor information

on size and weight constrained robots[42]. Planning only at short range limits

the speed of safe robotic navigation, as the robot must move slowly enough to

be able to come to a stop at the boundary of the perceived space, in case new

obstacles appear at this boundary. [63] address this by planning in the unknown

space, allowing faster flight while maintaining a safe backup trajectory that ex-

ists entirely in the nearer-range, known space. However in this work, the plan-

ner assumes the unknown space to always be free. Ideally, a robot should be

able to reason about uncertainty in noisier, longer-range sensor measurements,

and plan efficient paths that also account for the imperfect knowledge of further

away regions.

Complex and cluttered environments also increase the difficulty of efficient

and agile path planning. Previous works have specifically addressed navigation

in forests, a common outdoors environment which demonstrates the challenges

of unstructured and obstacle-dense environments. [22] and [6] develop theoret-

ical guarantees on the speed of flight through a forest modelled as a Poisson

point process, with [23] additionally analyzing the effects of limiting the robot’s

sensing range. [34] and [43] develop methods for 2D localization in forests, ad-
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dressing the challenges of obstacle-dense environments with limited semantic

information differentiating tree trunk obstacles. [19] present a computationally

efficient method for path planning in a forest, by constructing a lattice of candi-

date paths, then pruning it according to detected obstacle locations. [62] present

a forest search and rescue system, mapping a UAV’s surroundings using a hy-

brid approach including a 3D occupancy grid along with a data-efficient object-

based representation of tree trunks, then planning paths using a planner based

on A* search.

4.2.2 Perception for planning

Robotics researchers have begun using machine learning-based perception to

enable robots to more meaningfully understand their surroundings. [4], [44],

and [45] use 2D bounding box object detections as measurements for landmark-

based simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). In contrast to previous

SLAM methods, which heuristically pick out landmarks from 2D image pixels

or 3D point cloud scans, the object detector enables the robot to reason at a

higher level, recognizing objects of interest, estimating their 3D positions and

sizes, and localizing with respect to them.

Other researchers have used learned perception to augment robotic path

planning and navigation. [16] use a Bayesian neural network to identify po-

tentially unsafe regions in stereo images (for example, distinguishing muddy

terrain from a paved sidewalk), then use this information to plan safe paths that

also decrease the robot’s uncertainty about its surroundings, using a next-best

view planning approach. [58] train a neural network to predict drivable ver-
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sus unsafe terrain from sparse lidar scans. [36] extend A* search with semantic

weights applied to the graph edges. Finally, [56] use semantic labels on RGBD

camera images to identify from a distance regions where a UAV can safely fly in

urban environments. [56] motivate their work with the specific goal of raising

the maximum speed for safe UAV flight, by increasing the robot’s perception

range. The common theme throughout these works is that semantic informa-

tion allows a robot to reason about further away regions in the environment

where traditional 3D sensors give sparser and/or noisier measurements. This

capability increases the robot’s effective perception range, allowing it to recog-

nize potential unsafe areas at a further distance.

Similarly motivated, in this paper we explore the usage of 3D object detec-

tors for path planning. Recent works in 3D object detection have shown impres-

sive results for object detection using sensors such as lidar and stereo cameras.

While lidar is more precise and traditionally lends itself to more accurate object

detection [61, 29], [67] and [74] recently proposed a pseudo-lidar data repre-

sentation that significantly closed the accuracy gap between lidar- and stereo

camera-based object detection methods. This advancement is particularly im-

portant for robotics, where stereo cameras enable 3D perception with lower

hardware cost, power usage, and weight than lidar sensors.

One challenge with stereo camera 3D object detection is the fact that due to

significant noise, long-range stereo point clouds cannot be annotated with 3D

bounding boxes in a reliable and unbiased way. In the work presented in chap-

ter 3 of this thesis, we addressed this problem by introducing a self-supervised

data labeling and detector training pipeline, which fuses a series of noisy point

clouds into a cleaned global point cloud, clusters obstacles in the fused point
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cloud, then propagates obstacle locations back onto individual stereo point

clouds, using the pose history of the camera.

4.3 Problem definition

4.3.1 Planar forest environment model

As an example unstructured and obstacle-dense environment for robotic path

planning, we use the planar forest model previously studied in works such as

[22], [6], and [19]. The robot’s objective is to navigate through the forest to a

2D goal point x⃗G = (xG, yG) specified in global frame coordinates. It must do so

while avoiding densely distributed 2D obstacles, or tree trunks, as seen from a

top-down perspective. We estimate trees as circular obstacles. The set

O = {O⃗i = (xi, yi, di),∀i ∈ [1, ntrees]} (4.1)

represents the ground truth obstacles in the environment, where xi and yi are the

2D coordinates of tree i in the global reference frame, and di is its diameter.

The robot does not know the number of obstacles, their locations, or their

sizes ahead of time, and must estimate these variables using noisy sensor mea-

surements as it navigates the forest.

4.3.2 Measurement models

Leveraging the deep learning detector framework presented in chapter 3 of this

thesis, we assume the robot is able to detect some subset of the trees in the forest
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at each time step k, which we denote Dk ⊆ O (for example, the robot may only be

able to detect trees within a certain maximum range and sensor field of view).

The robot then obtains bounding box measurements for each tree i in Dk,

z⃗ bb
i,k =

[
xbb

i,k ybb
i,k dbb

i,k

]T

, (4.2)

where xbb
i,k, y

bb
i,k are the box center coordinates, defined in the sensor-fixed refer-

ence frame which is assumed to have a known transformation to the robot body

frame; dbb
i,k is the bounding box width. On a practical robotic system, 3D object

detectors are capable of providing these measurements, using the box center

as measurements of the tree 2D position coordinates xi, yi and the bounding box

width as the diameter di. We assume unknown data association, so the robot

must also determine, at each time step k, which measurement z⃗ bb
i,k corresponds

to which tree O⃗ j, which is more challenging in dense forests.

Due to depth estimation errors, 3D stereo point clouds contain noise which

grows quadratically with range from the camera [67]. This depth noise prop-

agates into higher object detection errors at further ranges from the camera.

We therefore convert the bounding box position measurements from Eq. (4.2)

into range and bearing measurements, to allow us to model different amounts

of noise. The range measurement, which is measured along the depth axis,

presents higher error, while the bearing measurement is less affected by it.

We define our new measurement also in the sensor frame,

z⃗
′

i,k = [r′i,k ϕ
′
i,k d′i,k]

T, (4.3)

with range, bearing and diameter as follows,

r′i,k = r̄′i,k + wr
i,k, (4.4)
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ϕ′i,k = ϕ̄
′
i,k + wϕi,k, (4.5)

d′i,k = d̄′i,k + wd
i,k. (4.6)

We define mean values for our range r̄′i,k, bearing ϕ̄′i,k and diameter d̄′i,k mea-

surements by relating them to our bounding box measurements for each tree

i,

r̄′i,k =
√

(xbb
i,k)2 + (xbb

i,k)2, (4.7)

ϕ̄′i,k = arctan

ybb
i,k

xbb
i,k

 , (4.8)

d̄′i,k = dbb
i,k . (4.9)

We model our sensor noise as zero-mean random Gaussian variables. In or-

der to account for the relation between noise and depth, we define different

variances for range wr
i,k, bearing wϕi,k and diameter wd

i,k respectively,

wr
i,k ∼ N

(
0,

(
σr

min + a · r̄ 2
i,k

)2
)
, (4.10)

wϕi,k ∼ N
(
0, σ2

ϕ

)
, (4.11)

wd
i,k ∼ N

(
0, (b · di)2

)
, (4.12)

where a and b are scaling factors based on the sensor processing, and chosen

as part of our model; σr
min is the minimum noise standard deviation at range

0 from the sensor; σϕ is a standard deviation parameter; and di is the true tree

diameter. Note from Eq. (4.10) that the standard deviation of the range noise

grows quadratically with distance from the sensor, while the bearing noise is

independent from the sensor range (Eq. 4.11), consistent with our model for

stereo depth noise.
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4.3.3 Obstacle position and size estimation

Given noisy, Gaussian distributed range and bearing measurements, we esti-

mate the 2D positions and diameters of obstacles in the environments as Gaus-

sian random variables. We define an obstacle estimate as

Ôi ∼ N
(
µ⃗Oi ,ΣOi

)
, (4.13)

where the estimate’s mean state vector contains the expected 2D position

and diameter of tree i,

µ⃗Oi =

[
x̄i ȳi d̄i

]
, (4.14)

and ΣOi is a 3D covariance matrix encoding the uncertainty in the estimate.

The elements on the diagonal of ΣOi , which we denote σ2
xx,i, σ

2
yy,i, and σ2

dd,i, are

the variances of the estimates of xi, yi, and di. Gaussian estimates in this form can

be produced by various estimation algorithms such as the Kalman filter and its

variants, or factor graph SLAM [21].

4.3.4 Local planner definition

We assume a local planner is available, that takes as input a local goal posi-

tion x⃗L = (xL, yL), the robot dynamics function, and a map representation, and
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the components of our high-level planning method,
and their inputs and outputs.

outputs a series of 2D waypoints

WL =



x0 y0

x1 y1

...
...

xnw ynw

xL yL


(4.15)

which form a path from the robot’s current state q⃗0 =

[
x0 y0 θ0

]T

to the goal

position x⃗L through nw waypoints. Existing planning pipelines generally include

a local planner of this type [42, 55, 63]. In the following sections of this paper,

we describe a modular high-level planner which augments the local planner by

providing a local goal computed using long-range, uncertain object detections.

4.4 Multiple-hypothesis planning under uncertainty

In the following section, we present the steps of our multiple-hypothesis path

planning method, illustrated in Figure 4.1. Our planner takes as input the Gaus-

sian obstacle estimates defined in section 4.3.3, constructs a navigation graph

that probabilistically represents possible routes through the forest, generates
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obstacle edge points 

 and E1 E2

Robot width

Figure 4.2: Our approach models the probability that a robot of a given width is
able to safely pass between a pair of circular obstacles with Gaussian distributed
uncertainty in their 2D positions and radii.

and evaluates multiple path hypotheses, and finally outputs a local goal point

for the local planner described in section 4.3.4.

4.4.1 Probability model for safe navigation between estimated

obstacles

At a high level, a path through the forest is defined by a series of pairs of ob-

stacles, between which the robot passes as it moves towards the goal. In order

to reason about the safety of a given path through the forest, we derive a model

for calculating the probability that the robot will be able to safely move between

a pair of obstacles whose positions and sizes are estimated assuming Gaussian

uncertainty, as defined in section 4.3.3. Figure 4.2 illustrates this problem.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the width of the safe space between a pair of obstacles
in 1D, which is used to calculate the probability that the robot can safely pass
between the obstacles.

We begin by calculating the probability that a robot is able to safely move

between a pair of one-dimensional obstacles, then generalize this simpler calcu-

lation to the 2D case.

1D safety probability calculation

In 1D, two estimated obstacles Ôi and Ô j have scalar positions xi and x j, and

their widths di and d j. We assume that xi < x j.

Intuitively, if the gap between the right edge of obstacle Ôi and the left edge

of obstacle Ô j is greater than the robot width, then the robot will be able to safely

move between the obstacles. For clarity in the following derivations, we use the

obstacle radii ri =
di
2 , r j =

d j

2 . The right edge point of Ôi is then ei = xi + ri, and the

left edge of Ô j is e j = x j − r j. Then, the width of the free space between the two
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obstacles is

S = e j − ei (4.16)

= x j − xi − (ri + r j). (4.17)

Figure 4.3 shows an example illustration of the free space S , calculated based

on the 1D positions and radii of a pair of obstacles.

Since we do not have perfect environment knowledge, we model the obsta-

cle positions and sizes as Gaussian random variables, as defined in Eq. (4.13).

The width of the free space S , as a linear combination of Gaussian random vari-

ables, is then also Gaussian distributed as

S ∼ N
((
µx j − µr j

)
−

(
µxi + µri

)
, σ2

xi
+ σ2

ri
+ σ2

x j
+ σ2

r j

)
. (4.18)

Let the known width of the robot be wR. Then, the probability that our robot

can move between obstacles Ôi and Ô j is the probability that the space between

them is enough to avoid collision, i.e. P(S > wR). We can exactly compute this

probability as 1 minus the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of S , giving

P(S > wR) =
1
2

(
1 − erf

(
x − µS

σS
√

2

))
, (4.19)

where the mean and standard deviation of S , respectively µS and σS , are

given by (4.18). erf is the error function, used in the computation of the Gaussian

CDF.
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2D safety probability calculation

We now solve for the probability that the robot can safely navigate between a

pair of 2D circular obstacles specified by their positions and diameters, showing

that the 2D problem can be transformed to the 1D case without loss of generality.

Given a pair of 2D obstacle estimates Ôi =
(
µ⃗Ô,i,ΣÔ,i

)
and Ô j =

(
µ⃗Ô, j,ΣÔ, j

)
,

the angle between the world frame x-axis and the line passing through the 2D

points µ⃗i and µ⃗ j, is

θi j = arctan
(

y j − yi

x j − xi

)
. (4.20)

We can then compute the rotation matrix Ri j ∈ {S O(2)}, which rotates the

obstacle mean positions into a reference frame where the obstacle centers lie

along the transformed x-axis,

Ri j =

 cos
(
θi j

)
sin

(
θi j

)
− sin

(
θi j

)
cos

(
θi j

)
 . (4.21)

We transform the mean vectors and covariance matrices of the obstacle esti-

mates using Ri j. The transformed mean and covariance of obstacle estimate Ôi

are

µ⃗′i = Ri jµ⃗i (4.22)

Σ′i = Ri jΣiRT
i j, (4.23)

and likewise for obstacle Ô j.
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a) Robot builds SLAM estimate of obstacle 
positions, using noisy detections.

b) Construct Delaunay triangulation of 
short and long-range obstacles.

c) Add multiple graph vertices between 
safe pairs of obstacles.

d) Connect graph vertices to others that 
share a Delaunay triangulation cell.

e) Exclude vertices between 
short-range, unsafe obstacles.

f) Vertices are allowed between 
long-range unsafe obstacles.

g) Add and connect valid vertices on all 
Delaunay triangulation edges.

h) Add robot position and goal position as 
vertices, and connect to neighbors.

Figure 4.4: Graph construction process.

We then marginalize over the transformed y-axis, to find the position mean

and variance along the transformed x axis. This leave us with the simpler 1D

probability calculation, and we can then apply the equations for the 1-D safe

navigation probability, along the transformed x-axis, using the marginalized x

component of the transformed covariance matrices Σ′i,xx, Σ
′
j,xx.

4.4.2 Navigation graph construction

Given estimates of the obstacle positions and sizes, we construct a graph which

represents the high-level paths the robot can take through the environment to

reach its goal. Our graph encodes information on path distance and path safety,

while also taking into account the uncertainty in obstacle estimates. Figure 4.4 il-

lustrates the graph construction, and Algorithm 2 lists the steps of the process.
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Algorithm 2: Constructing the navigation graph

Input:
ˆ̂Oi =

(
µ⃗O,i,ΣO,i

)
, i ∈ [1, nobs], obstacle estimates,

q⃗start, the robot’s starting state, x⃗G, the global goal position,
rshort ∈ R≥0, the threshold between the short and long range zones,
ptarget ∈ [0, 1], the desired safety probability, wrobot ∈ R≥0, the robot width.

Output:
VN, EN, the navigation graph structure, cdist, the edge distance costs,
psafe, the vertex safety probabilities, R, the vertex range zones.

1: VDT, EDT = DT ( ˆ̂O) // Delaunay triangulation.
2: VN ← ∅ // Initialize navigation graph vertices.
3: EN ← ∅ // Initialize navigation graph edges.
4: for all eDT,i j ∈ EDT do // Delaunay edge between obstacles i, j.
5: ri = compute distance(µ⃗O,i, q⃗start)
6: r j = compute distance(µ⃗O, j, q⃗start)
7: if ri > rshort or r j > rshort then
8: r ← long
9: else

10: r ← short
11: end if
12: prob = Psa f e(Ôi, Ô j)
13: if prob < ptarget then
14: if r = short then
15: Vnew = ∅

16: else
17: Vnew = {midpoint(µ⃗O,i, µ⃗O, j)}
18: end if
19: else
20: Vnew = {place points(Ôi, Ô j,wrobot)}
21: end if
22: for all vk ∈ Vnew do
23: psafe(vk) = prob
24: csafe(vk) = − log(prob)
25: R(vk) = r
26: for all vl ∈ VN that share a Delaunay cell with vk do
27: EN ← EN ∪ {ekl}

28: cdist(ekl) = distance(vk, vl)
29: end for
30: end for
31: VN ← VN ∪ Vnew

32: end for
33: return (VN, EN, cdist, psafe, csafe,R)
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Delaunay triangulation cell decomposition

Using the Delaunay triangulation algorithm[31], we divide the workspace into

triangular cells with obstacle center points as their vertices. The Delaunay trian-

gulation computes these cells such that each triangular cell, defined by a triplet

of obstacles, contains no other obstacle center points within its boundaries. Fig-

ure 4.4.b) shows an example Delaunay triangulation.

The edges between the Delaunay triangulation cells, which we will refer to

as cell faces (to avoid confusion with the navigation graph edges which we will

define later), represent thresholds where the robot passes between a pair of obsta-

cles, as described in [59]. Previous works have used the Delaunay triangulation

for localization in forests, due to its ability to qualitatively describe regions in

the environment. [34, 43].

The Delaunay triangulation is defined for our purposes as DT (Ô) =

(VDT, EDT,TDT), where Ô is the set of estimated obstacles. VDT are the vertices

of the triangulation, placed at the mean center positions of the estimated ob-

stacles, so that VDT = {µ⃗Ô,i | Ôi ∈ Ô}. EDT is the set of Delaunay triangulation

cell faces, while TDT is the set of obstacle triplets that form the cells; therefore,

∃(Ôi, Ô j, Ôk) ∈ TDT ⇐⇒ ∃ei j, e jk, eik ∈ EDT. The circle circumscribed around

the vertices of the triangle formed by these obstacles contains no other obstacle

center points µ⃗Ô,l such that l < {i, j, k}.

For each Delaunay cell face between a pair of obstacles Ôi and Ô j, we use

Equation 4.19 to calculate the probability that the robot can safely pass between

Ôi and Ô j, transitioning from one Delaunay cell to the next. Since at a high level,

a path through the forest can be thought of as a series of obstacle pairs between
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which the robot should pass, we can therefore equivalently define a path by a

series of Delaunay triangulation cells. In the following sections of this paper, we

define a graph structure over the Delaunay cells, which we can perform shortest

path searches over in order to determine a path to the goal.

Definitions of graph terms

Before introducing our navigation graph construction procedure, we define the

following terms:

• ptarget ∈ [0, 1), the desired safety probability, specified as a planner parameter.

The planner will attempt to find a path whose safety (i.e. the probability

that the robot will be able to reach the global goal without crashing into

an obstacle by following this path) exceeds this threshold.

• GN = (VN, EN), the navigation graph, defined by its vertices and edges.

The vertices of this graph are placed on the Delaunay triangulation cell

faces, and are connected by edges to other vertices on adjacent cell faces.

A search over this graph therefore finds a path passing between a series of

obstacle pairs in the forest. Figure 2.h) illustrates an example navigation

graph, showing the placement of vertices and edges.

• vi ∈ VN, ei j ∈ EN, the individual vertices and edges.

• cdist : ei j → R≥0, maps the Euclidean distance cost for each navigation graph

edge. R≥0 is the set of non-negative real numbers.

• psafe : vi → {p ∈ R | 0 ≤ p ≤ 1},∀i ∈ VN, a mapping which gives the safety

probability for each graph vertex, i.e. the probability that the robot can

safely move between the pair of obstacles associated with this vertex.
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• csafe : vi → R≥0, defined as the safety cost csafe(vi) = − log(psafe(vi)),∀i ∈ VN.

• R = {short, long}, the set of range zones. Our planner treats vertices differ-

ently depending on their range zone, due to differing amounts of sensor

noise and estimation uncertainty at different sensor ranges.

• rshort ∈ R≥0, the range threshold defining the two range zones. The thresh-

old is defined as a planner parameter.

• R : vi → R, a range mapping which maps a vertex to the range zone to

which it belongs.

Vertex range zones

Obstacle estimation uncertainty varies significantly with distance from the

robot, due to increasing sensor measurement noise with range, and our graph

structure therefore stores obstacle range information so that the planner can ac-

count for this variation.

As illustrated in Figure 4.4.b), we divide the estimated obstacles into two

range zones: short and long, divided by the threshold rshort. Obstacles at distance

less than rshort are considered short range, and all others are considered long

range. We assume that at short range, obstacle position and size estimates are

fairly confident, having been updated recursively with multiple range-bearing

measurements from detections. Beyond the short range, obstacle estimates con-

tain significant uncertainty due to higher measurement noise at further ranges.
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Navigation graph vertex placement

The placement of vertices in the graph depends on obstacle estimate safety

probabilities as well as their range zones. For safe Delaunay cell faces, i.e.

psafe(eDT,i j) ≥ ptarget, we allow the robot to plan paths between the estimated ob-

stacles Ôi and Ô j, and we add corresponding vertices to the graph as shown in

Figure 4.4.c).

For an unsafe Delaunay cell face, i.e. psafe(eDT,i j) < ptarget, the decision on

whether or not to add graph vertices along this cell face depends on the range

zone of obstacles Ôi and Ô j. At short range, we do not place graph vertices on

unsafe Delaunay cell faces, as demonstrated in Figure 4.4.e). When planning

around close-by obstacles, the robot may not have enough time to collect more

measurements and update its estimates of these obstacles. Therefore, the robot

should not risk a crash by passing between unsafe obstacle pairs in the short

range.

In contrast, path planning between uncertain long-range obstacles should

take into account the fact that the robot will have time to safely collect ad-

ditional sensor information, and update its estimate of these obstacles before

closely approaching them. Preventing the robot from planning between un-

certain, far-off obstacles will likely lead to excessively conservative planning

behavior in obstacle-dense environments. During the graph construction, we

therefore place navigation graph vertices on Delaunay cell faces between un-

safe long-range obstacles, recognizing that as the robot receives more detections,

some of these uncertain vertices will resolve to safe and viable navigation paths.

The multiple-hypothesis planner we introduce in the next section of this paper

intelligently considers multiple of these candidate paths, making use of uncer-
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tain information from the obstacle estimates.

For each new vertex added on Delaunay cell face eDT,i j, we assign the vertex

to the short range zone if both obstacles Ôi and Ô j are within the short range

threshold rshort, and assign the vertex to the long range zone if either obstacle is

outside the short range.

We additionally save the safety probability of the Delaunay cell face as

psafe(vk) = Psa f e(Ôi, Ô j),∀k ∈ VDT . The saved range zone and safety probability

information will later be used by the multiple-hypothesis planner.

Graph edge construction

For each Delaunay cell, we add graph edges to EN connecting each vertex on

one of the cell faces with all vertices on other cell faces, as shown in Figure 2.d).

For each ei j ∈ EN, we set the distance cost cdist(ei j) to the 2D Euclidean distance

between the 2D positions of vertices vi and v j.

Finally, we add the robot start position and goal positions as graph vertices

vstart and vgoal, shown in Figure 2.h). If the start and/or goal lie within a De-

launay triangulation cell, we connect them via graph edges, weighted by 2D

Euclidean distance, to all graph vertices that lie on the faces of this cell. If ei-

ther the start or goal lies outside all Delaunay cells, we connect them to all

visible vertices on the cell faces at the boundary of the Delaunay triangulation

(i.e. all vertices which can be connected by a straight line segment in 2D to the

start/goal, without the line segment passing through any other cell faces). We

set psafe(vstart) = psafe(vgoal) = 1.0, i.e. the robot does not incur any safety cost

traveling through the start and goal vertices.
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a) Find shortest path in the navigation 
graph, from robot position to goal.

b) Find the least safe vertex on this path, 
and find the next shortest path with this 

vertex excluded.

c) Continue generating hypotheses by 
excluding additional graph vertices, and 

perform additional shortest path searches.

d) Iterate until a safe path is found, or the 
maximum number of hypotheses is 

reached. Return the candidate paths.

Figure 4.5: Example of the multiple-hypothesis planning procedure using the
navigation graph. The planner generates hypotheses of the environment, until
finding a safe path–in this case, the blue path, with an over 99% safety probabil-
ity.

4.4.3 Planning in the high-level navigation graph

Using the constructed navigation graph, we now present a high-level planning

method which generates multiple hypothesis paths to the goal, considering dif-

ferent possible options based on obstacle estimate uncertainty. Algorithm 4.5

outlines the multiple-hypothesis planning algorithm.

Definitions of planner terms

We define the following terms, used in addition to those defined previously to

describe our multiple-hypothesis planning algorithm.

• H : vi → {0, 1}, a hypothesis of the environment, defined as a mapping

which takes as input a graph vertex and outputs either a 0, indicating that

in this hypothesis, the vertex is not safe to pass through, or a 1, indicating

that it is safe.

• P ⊂ VN, a path through the graph, defined as an ordered subset of the graph

vertices. For any vertex vi at index P[k] in the path, and vertex v j at index

P[k + 1], there must exist a graph edge ei, j ∈ EN.
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The planner uses the following parameters:

• Nhyp ∈ N>0, the maximum number of path hypotheses to generate.

• pmin ∈ [0, 1), with pmin < ptarget a minimum safety probability for a graph

vertex to be considered by the multiple hypothesis planner. This parame-

ter is optional, and will have no effect if set to zero.

• αdist ∈ R≥0, the weight on path length, and αsafe ∈ R≥0, the weight on path

safety. These weights are used to evaluate the candidate paths in order to

decide on the best overall path.

Hypothesis generation

Our planner requires a shortest path search algorithm S P(VN, EN, cdist,H). The

input H is a hypothesis, which excludes some subset of the vertices vi ∈ VN that

are considered to be unsafe (i.e. H(vi) = 0).

We first construct an initial hypothesis H0 with all graph vertices marked as

safe, i.e. ∀vi,H0(vi) = 1. Optionally, if a minimum probability pmin greater than

zero is specified, for any vertices with psafe(vi) < pmin, we set H0(vi) to 0. The

threshold pmin can be used to exclude extremely unsafe vertices from the multi-

ple hypothesis planner, making the path search more efficient.

The planner then computes the shortest path P0 = S P(VN, EN, cdist,H0), find-

ing the shortest possible path to the goal according only to the Euclidean dis-

tances given by the navigation graph edge distance costs cdist(ei j). We initialize a

set of candidate paths P, at first containing only P0. Figure 4.5.a) illustrates this

step.
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The planner then generates additional candidate paths, up to Nhyp in total,

each planned under a different hypothesis of which vertices in the graph are

safe to pass through. We store the graph vertices vi ∈ P0 in a priority queue Q.

Each vertex is stored along with a copy of H0. We denote the priorities used for

the queue as π0,i and calculate the priority for each vertex vi as π0,i = −(1−psafe(vi)),

the negative of the likelihood that vertex vi is unsafe. Computing the priorities

in this way allows us to draw the vertex which is most likely to be unsafe from

the queue at each iteration of the multiple hypothesis path search.

At each planner iteration, we use Q to find the graph vertex vi which is most

likely to be unsafe. We pop this vertex from the queue, with its associated hy-

pothesis H j, then initialize a new hypothesis Hk as a copy of H j. We then set

Hk(vi) = 0.

We then plan the shortest path under this hypothesis, Pk = S P(VN, EN, cdist,Hk),

finding the shortest path assuming that the graph vertex vi is unsafe. This new

path will be kept in the set of candidate paths if it is not a duplicate of an existing

path, and if the safety of the path evaluated only over the short range vertices in

the path is above ptarget. This condition guarantees that the robot will not execute

a path that is unacceptably unsafe in the short range.

If the new path Pk passes these checks, we add it to the set of candidate paths

P, and add all vertices on the path to the queue Q, along with hypothesis Hk. For

each vertex vl ∈ Pk, the priority πk,l is stored as (1 − psafe(vl)) · πk,i, indicating that

the likelihood of a hypothesis depends conditionally on multiple graph vertices

being unsafe. Figure 4.5.b-c show the iterative process of planning, excluding

graph vertices using the priority queue, then planning again under the new

hypothesis.
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We terminate the search once the maximum number of hypotheses has been

reached, i.e. |P| = Nhyp, or a path Pi is found such that the safety of Pi is above

the desired safety probability, i.e.
∏

v j∈Pi
psafe(v j) ≥ ptarget. In calculating the path

safety in this way, we assume that the values psafe(vi) of different graph vertices

are independent of one another. The output of the search process is a set of can-

didate paths through the navigation graph, as shown in the example in Figure

4.5.d.

Candidate path evaluation and local goal computation

Finally, given the set of paths P, we calculate the distance and safety costs for

each path, as

Cdist(Pi) =
∑

(v j,vk)∈Pi

cdist(e jk), (4.24)

and

Csafe(Pi) =
∑
v j∈Pi

csafe(v j) (4.25)

.

Since the distance costs and safety costs are on different scales, we normalize

both across all paths, by dividing by the maximum of each cost. For all Pi ∈ P:

Cdist(Pi) =
Cdist(Pi)

maxP j∈PCdist(P j)
, (4.26)
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Csafe(Pi) =
Csafe(Pi)

maxP j∈PCsafe(P j)
. (4.27)

Finally, we compute the overall cost of each path

Ctotal(Pi) = αdist ·Cdist(Pi) + αsafe ·Csafe(Pi), (4.28)

and use the final path with minimum cost

P∗ = arg minPi∈P
(Ctotal(Pi)) . (4.29)

Starting from the robot position, at vertex v0 in P∗, we then calculate the

2D goal point for the local planner, (xL, yL), by finding the point along the 2D

line segments ei j ∈ P∗ which is ahead of the robot by a plan-ahead distance

dlocal ∈ R≥0. This approach uses the high-level path P∗ to guide the local planner,

while allowing the local planner to handle the details of generating a drivable

path for the robot and accounting for the specific geometry of nearby obstacles.

4.5 Experiments and results

4.5.1 Simulated forest environments

We evaluate our planner in a large-scale experimental trial, using randomly gen-

erated forest simulations. We vary the complexity of the simulated forests, in

terms of the overall density of trees and their distribution, in order to test our
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Algorithm 3: Multiple-hypothesis planning in the navigation graph
Required: A shortest path graph search algorithm S P(VN, EN, cdist,H) which re-
turns a path P.
Input:

VN, EN, the graph structure, cdist, the edge distance costs,
psafe, the vertex safety probabilities, R, the vertex range zones,
ptarget, the desired safety probability, pmin, the minimum safety to consider.

Output:
P, a set of candidate paths.

1: procedure GENERATE INITIAL HYPOTHESIS H0

2: for all vi ∈ VN do
3: if psafe(vi) < pmin then
4: H0(vi)← 0 // 0 indicates unsafe vertex.
5: else
6: H0(vi)← 1 // 1 indicates safe vertex.
7: end if
8: end for
9: end procedure

10: Find the shortest path P0 = S P(VN, EN, cdist,H0).
11: Initialize empty priority queue Q.
12: for all vi ∈ P0 do
13: π0,i ← −(1 − psafe(vi))
14: queue insert

(
Q, π0,i, (vi,H0)

)
15: end for
16: P ← {P0} // Initialize set of candidate paths.
17: procedure MULTIPLE HYPOTHESIS SEARCH
18: while |P| < Nhyp do
19: π j,i, vi,H j = queue pop(Q).
20: Hk ← H j // Copy previous hypothesis.
21: Hk(vi)← 0 // Set new vertex to unsafe.
22: Pk = S P(VN, EN, cdist,Hk) // Path search.
23: Pk,short = {vl ∈ Pk | R(vl) = short}
24: if Pk < P & sa f ety(Pk,short) ≥ ptarget then
25: P ← P ∪ {Pk}.
26: if sa f ety(Pk) ≥ ptarget then
27: break // Found safe path, end search.
28: end if
29: for all vl ∈ Pk do
30: πk,l ← (1 − psafe(vl)) · π j,i

31: queue insert(Q, π j,i, (vl,Hk))
32: end for
33: end if
34: end while
35: end procedure
36: return P
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hypothesis that our probabilistic planner should enable safer and faster naviga-

tion in more complex and obstacle-dense environments.

We generate our forests by specifying a desired tree density per area, then

sampling the total number of trees in the environment according to the Poisson

distribution as in [22]. Tree sizes are uniformly distributed in a defined range,

and we sample trees such that they do not overlap with each other. We first con-

duct simulations in forest environments of varying densities, where tree posi-

tions are uniformly sampled across the forest bounds. Noting that through areas

of uniformly distributed trees, the best path through the forest mostly involves

driving in a straight line to the goal with small deviations, we then conduct an

additional experiment in a forest containing three Gaussian distributed clusters

of trees, which lie directly between the robot and its goal. The robot is unable

to easily pass through these regions, so identifying and avoiding them preemp-

tively is the ideal way to reach the goal quickly. Figure 4.6 shows two example

simulated forests.

4.5.2 Path planner system implementation

Obstacle estimation

We choose the detection range noise model to be consistent with the noise model

for the Stereolabs ZED camera1. The range noise is proportional to the distance

from the sensor, with the proportion growing quadratically with distance from

the camera. The robot receives range and bearing measurements of all obstacles

within a given maximum range and front-centered field of view, except for any

1https://support.stereolabs.com/hc/en-us/articles/206953039-How-does-the-ZED-work-
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Figure 4.6: Example randomly generated forest environments, at the highest
density setting ρ = 0.3 trees per square meter. The robot’s goal is to navigate
from (x = 0m, y = 5m) to (x = 40m, y = 5m). Top: Uniformly distributed tree
positions. Bottom: Poisson forest with three Gaussian-distributed tree clusters
added.

obstacles which are fully occluded from view.

In order to estimate the obstacle positions, we perform factor graph SLAM

with the range and bearing obstacle measurements defined in section 4.3.2. We

use the iSAM2 [20] implementation provided by the GTSAM library2, and treat

the obstacles as landmarks in landmark SLAM. The range-bearing measure-

ments become binary factors that probabilistically constrain the obstacle posi-

tions with respect to the robot pose at each time step.

We assume the position and size of an obstacle are decoupled, so the cross-

covariance terms for position and size in ΣOi are zero. We estimate the landmark

2https://gtsam.org/
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sizes using simple 1D Kalman filters, in parallel with the SLAM obstacle posi-

tion estimation.

In our simulation, the robot receives obstacle detections at a lower rate than

odometry measurements. At time steps where no detections are available, we

perform SLAM updates using odometry only. In order to isolate our study of

the path planner from localization error effects, our experiments use simulated

odometry measurements with negligible noise, so the localization problem is

effectively solved and the estimation practically reduces to a mapping problem.

The true assignment of detections to landmark identities is unknown to the

robot. Following [21], we perform data association using the Mahalanobis dis-

tance between new detections and existing landmark estimates, in order to ac-

count for the estimate uncertainties during assignment. In order to compute

the Mahalanobis distance, we transform the obstacle estimate 2D position un-

certainty to the range-bearing space. We discard any data association matches

whose Mahalanobis distance falls over a set threshold, and initialize new land-

marks for any detections that remain unmatched after association.

Hybrid A* local planner

We simulate a 2D differential drive robot which plans iteratively through the

2D forest environment. The robot uses a high-level global planner to specify a

short-term goal for a local planner to follow, as described in section 4.3.4, and

re-plans as it moves and obtains new sensor measurements.

For our experiments, we implement a hybrid A* local planner based on [7],

[47], and [1]. Hybrid A* produces smooth, drivable paths which obey the robot
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kinematics, and has previously been proven successful in practical robotic sys-

tems. The local goal point for hybrid A* is generated by our multiple-hypothesis

planner using the approach described in section 4.4.3. We note that the multiple-

hypothesis planner is agnostic to the specific choice of local planner.

We run the hybrid A* search using the current obstacle estimate means as

obstacles. Since hybrid A* is a local planner, it operates only in a short range

where sensor noise is minimal and estimate means are reliable. We check for

obstacle collisions by bloating each obstacle’s radius by half the robot width,

and then modeling the robot as a point robot.

As mentioned in [7], a common pitfall with the hybrid A* planning algo-

rithm is that the returned path can contain unnecessary side-to-side turns, due

to the fixed motion primitives used by the algorithm, and can also pass very

close to obstacles due to the search finding the shortest possible path. Therefore,

as in [7], we use a gradient descent path smoother, optimizing for the distance

of the path from nearby obstacles as well as the smoothness of the path.

Baseline global planner

In our experiments, we compare our multiple-hypothesis planner to a baseline

global planner which uses a 2D A* search to find the shortest path to the goal,

but does not account for the uncertainty in obstacle estimates. The baseline A*

planner performs a search in 2D over a fixed-resolution grid. The search does

not pass through grid cells which are in collision with an estimated obstacle

mean. This search ignores the robot kinematics, and therefore is much quicker

to execute than the 3D hybrid A* search. This lower computation time is re-
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quired since the global planner searches over a much longer distance to the

goal, compared to the local planner which plans a path only a few meters in

length. After the 2D A* global planner computes a path to the global goal, the

point dlocal distance ahead of the robot on this path is selected and used as the

goal for the hybrid A* local planner, in order to find a short-range kinematically

feasible path for the robot. We keep the local planner fixed between the baseline

and multiple-hypothesis planner experiments, in order to perform a controlled

evaluation of our approach.

4.5.3 Quantitative analysis

We experimentally evaluate our multiple hypothesis planner in randomly gen-

erated forests, comparing it to the baseline 2D A* global planner. In order to

study our planner’s effectiveness in different types of environments, we vary

the forest density and distribution of trees (including forests with uniformly dis-

tributed trees and forests containing nonuniform clusters of trees, as described

in Section 4.5.1). We generate 20 random forests for each combination of tree

density and distribution, and run the multiple hypothesis planner varying the

parameters Nhyp and ptarget. The simulated robot re-plans iteratively at a rate of

1Hz, and obtains new detections at a rate of 2Hz. The robot is able to detect all

obstacles within a maximum range of 20 meters that lie in a front-facing sen-

sor field of view of 110 degrees, except for those obstacles which are fully oc-

cluded from view. We set the graph construction to ignore estimated obstacles

at a distance of greater than 15 meters, as we find that near the sensor’s maxi-

mum range, obstacle estimates have received very few associated detections (or

only a single detection), and therefore contain too high uncertainty to be useful
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Figure 4.7: Results from simulating a differential drive robot navigating through
20 randomly generated Poisson forests with uniformly distributed tree posi-
tions. The straight-line distance from the start to the goal is 40 meters. We run
our experiments with three different settings for ρ, the density of trees in the for-
est (indicated by the three different colors), and with different maximum num-
bers of hypotheses Nhyp allowed for the planner. Zero hypotheses indicates the
2D A* baseline planner. The gray portions of the bars indicate runs where the
robot stopped, either due to the global planner believing there is no safe path
to the goal available, or due to hybrid A* planner failure. The left box plots
show the time taken to reach the goal, plotted over all cases where the robot
successfully reaches the goal. The horizontal line in the center boxes indicate
the mean time to the goal, and diamonds indicate outlier runs. The right sub-
plots show the number of randomly generated forests, out of 20 total, where the
robot successfully reached the goal. Top: Results using a target safety probabil-
ity of ptarget = 0.95 for the multiple hypothesis planner. Bottom: Results using
ptarget = 0.999
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Figure 4.8: Planner results in forests which contain Gaussian distributed tree
clusters between the robot’s starting position and the goal point. Subplot ar-
rangement is the same as in Figure 4.7. Top: Results using a target safety proba-
bility of ptarget = 0.95 for the multiple hypothesis planner. Bottom: Results using
ptarget = 0.999

for planning. The robot’s speed varies between 1 m/s and 5 m/s, driving more

slowly when an obstacle is nearby.

Figure 4.7 shows simulation results from the uniformly distributed forest

environments, with multiple numbers of maximum hypotheses Nhyp and two

different settings for ptarget. We plot the average time taken to reach the goal, as

well as the number of cases in which the robot successfully reached the goal

without crashing or stopping. The gray portions of the bars in the right sub-
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plots indicate cases where the robot was unable to find a path to the goal and

stopped, rather than crashing into an obstacle. This can occur either when the

hybrid A* local planner fails to find a path to the local goal, or the global plan-

ner fails to find a path to the global goal. In the case of the multiple hypothesis

global planner, this failure indicates that no path above safety ptarget exists in the

navigation graph.

The overall success rate of the planner is high in the uniform forest environ-

ments, even when using the baseline global planner, as the robot can generally

avoid uniformly distributed obstacles by driving mostly in a straight line to-

wards the goal, making slight deviations around an obstacle when needed. Still,

we observe a higher rate of crashes using the baseline planner in higher den-

sity forests, showing that dense uniformly distributed forests are still challeng-

ing for navigation. Our multiple hypothesis planner with ptarget = 0.95 closely

matches the performance of the baseline, likely due to the already low rate

of crashes. With ptarget = 0.999, we see that the multiple hypothesis planner

achieves a higher rate of safety compared to the baseline. The planner always

safely reaches the goal in the low and medium density forests, and in the high

density case, the planner never crashes with Nhyp = 3, and crashes once out of

20 forests for the 1, 2, and 5-hypotheses cases. These findings indicate that our

planner enables safer navigation in obstacle-dense environments which present

challenges for a global planner that does not consider obstacle estimate uncer-

tainty.

We then analyze the performance of our planner in non-uniformly dis-

tributed forests, containing clusters of obstacles that the robot should avoid,

with results shown in Figure 4.8. We observe that in these environments, the 2D
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A* baseline global planner performs poorly, reaching the goal safely less than

one in four times in the ρ = 0.3 tree/m2 forests, and overall demonstrating a

much lower rate of safe navigation as compared to experiments in the uniform

forests.

In these more challenging, non-uniform forests, the multiple-hypothesis

planner significantly increases the rate at which the robot is able to safely reach

the goal. At ptarget = 0.95, using just a single hypothesis in the high density forests

triples the number of navigation successes compared to the baseline, from 4 to

12. Using 5 hypotheses further increases the number of successes to 15. We also

see improvements in the multiple hypothesis planner’s success rate, compared

to the baseline, in the low and medium density forests. Finally, we observe that

increasing the number of maximum hypotheses decreases the time needed for

the robot to reach the goal in the low and medium density cases, by causing

the robot to preemptively avoid unsafe regions rather than backtracking after

obtaining new obstacle detections.. In the low density forests, the baseline on

average takes 21.92 seconds to reach the goal, while the 5-hypothesis planner

takes 20.12 seconds. In the medium density forests, the baseline’s average time

to goal is 31.01 seconds, which the 5-hypothesis planner reduces to 28.15 sec-

onds. We do not observe a significant effect of the number of hypothesis on

the time to reach the goal in the high density forests, suggesting the benefits of

the multiple hypothesis planner for navigation speed are reduced in extremely

challenging environments.

Increasing the target safety probability to ptarget = 0.999 further decreases

the number of crashes in the non-uniformly distributed forests. At this setting,

the 5-hypothesis planner never crashes in the low and medium density cluster
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forests, and crashes twice in the high density forests as compared to four times

for the ptarget = 0.95 5-hypothesis planner. However, the increased ptarget does

cause the robot to stop more often, due to being unable to find a safe enough

path to the goal. The planner stops most often in the high density forests, with

the 5-hypothesis planner succeeding 11 times, stopping 7 times, and crashing

2 times in the high density forests. This effect is intuitive for the higher safety

threshold, as the planner will be more conservative overall. We note that de-

pending on the application, a robot stopping when unable to find a path is likely

more desirable than crashing into an obstacle. Consistent with this more conser-

vative planner setting, we also see an overall increase in the time taken to reach

the goal in the medium and high density forests. Still, at both ptarget settings, the

multiple hypothesis planner significantly outperforms the baseline at all forest

densities, increasing the number of successful navigation runs and/or reducing

the number of crashes by stopping before hitting obstacles.

We note that the actual observed success rate of the planner often does not

match the target safety probability ptarget exactly. The planner targets a safety

probability ptarget for each planned path, but since multiple re-planning itera-

tions are required to reach the goal, the overall likelihood that all of the planned

paths are safe is below ptarget. Additionally, the other components of the plan-

ning pipeline, including measurement data association and the local hybrid A*

planner, can occasionally introduce other failures that cause crashes (for exam-

ple, hybrid A* planning too close to an obstacle due to approximations when

checking collisions during the motion primitives). Still, our findings do show

increased safety for the higher setting of ptarget, indicating that the path safeties

approximated using our safety probability model and high-level graph repre-

sentation do in fact correspond to higher rates of the robot actually reaching its
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goal.

4.6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a method for path planning through complex,

obstacle-dense environments using noisy object detections, motivated by the

use of machine learning-based object detectors to enable robots to plan around

distant obstacles. Our approach constructs a probabilistic graph representation

of obstacles; we then plan multiple candidate paths through the graph, account-

ing for path safety and expected distance to optimize the best route to the goal.

Simulation experiments in generated forest environments demonstrated that

our multiple hypothesis planner enables a differential drive robot to reach its

goal much more safely in complex, obstacle-dense forests as compared to a base-

line global planner.

Our graph representation provides a probabilistic framework that could be

extended with other sources of uncertain information. Including information

gain as a weight in the path evaluation, as in [16], would encourage the robot

to follow paths that allow it to view previously unobserved regions of the en-

vironment, or to approach uncertain obstacles in order to improve its estimate

certainty by collecting additional measurements. Image semantics are another

promising source of information [16, 56], and could be used to weight candidate

paths by recognizing obstacle-dense regions from long range using semantic

masks.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

Achieving robust 3D perception remains a vital challenge for robotics. The

ability to detect and segment particular object classes of interest is at the foun-

dation of many robotics applications, and the characteristics of sensors used in

robotics create unique challenges for training and deploying machine learning

models for these tasks. Robots must also account for the uncertainty stemming

from perception model errors when determining how to navigate and interact

with their surroundings. Motivated by these challenges, this thesis presented

the following research contributions, which advanced the state of the art in 3D

perception for autonomy, and path planning under perception uncertainty.

Chapter 2 presented Label Diffusion Lidar Segmentation (LDLS), an algo-

rithm for instance segmentation of 3D point clouds that uses a pre-trained 2D

image segmentation model to avoid any need for labeled 3D training data. We

conducted empirical studies on the KITTI benchmark data set and on a mobile

robot, demonstrating wide applicability and improved performance of LDLS

compared to the previous state-of-the-art in 3D point cloud segmentation, with-

out any need for either custom-labeled 3D training data or fine-tuning of the 2D

image segmentation model.

Chapter 3 presented a method for 3D object detector training and object po-

sition estimation, motivated by tree trunk detection for autonomous navigation

in forests. By processing time series of 3D stereo point clouds, which can be

collected by a robot moving around its environment, our system is able to iden-

tify trees using a clustering method that is accurate only at very short range in

individual point clouds, then propagate these annotations out to longer range.
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Using our pipeline, we collected and made publicly available a data set for tree

detection consisting of 8680 stereo point clouds, which we used to train and

quantitatively evaluate a 3D pseudo-lidar object detector. Our results showed

that our automatically generated training labels generalized to longer sensing

ranges, demonstrating successful self-supervision of a 3D object detector suit-

able for recognizing navigation obstacles.

Finally, chapter 4 presented a method for autonomous path planning

through unstructured and obstacle-dense environments using uncertain long-

range obstacle detections, motivated by advancements in 3D object detection.

Our novel multiple-hypothesis path planner formally reasons about percep-

tion uncertainty while providing probabilistic guarantees on path safety. Ex-

periments in simulated forests showed that our planner, taking as input noisy

detections, significantly increased a robot’s ability to safely navigate the envi-

ronment and arrive at its goal, as compared to a baseline global planner which

did not account for obstacle estimation uncertainty.
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